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AGENDA 
Fort Smith Board of Directors 

STUDY SESSION 
August 24, 2021 ~ 6:00 p.m. 

Blue Lion 
101 North 2nd Street 

 
THIS MEETING IS BEING TELECAST LIVE AT THE FOLLOWING LINK: 

https://video.ibm.com/channel/XqbsvFPFApS 
 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
1. Update regarding the Consent Decree  (Utility)     

 
2. Update regarding reimbursements from the Federal Emergency Management 

Administration (FEMA)   (Administration)     
 

3. Review departmental service objectives for 2022   (Finance)   
 

4. Discuss naming of new meeting facility at 101 North 2nd Street  ~ Director Settle 
requested at July 6, 2021 regular meeting ~  (Administration)  

 
5. Review preliminary agenda for the September 7, 2021 regular meeting         

 
ADJOURN 
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of 
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TO: 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

CC: 

UTILITY DEPARTMENT 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

Carl E. Geffken, City Administrator /') /1 ~ 
Lance A. McAvoy, Utility Director c;x',----
Study Session: Consent Decree Update 

August 19, 2021 

Jeff Dingman, Deputy City Administrator 

SSl 

On June 22, 2021, the Board of Directors was provided an update regarding the Consent Decree. This 
update included what has been accomplished and completed, where the City stands in regards to 
renegotiations of the Consent Decree, and possible next steps. These updates were provided by: 

• Carl Geffken, City Administrator; 
• Lance McAvoy, Utility Director; 
• Paul Calamita, AquaLaw; 
• Jerry Canfield, Daily & Woods; 
• John Pruss, Bums & McDonnell; and 
• Bob Roddy, Bums & McDonnell. 

On August 24, 2021, the Utility Department will provide further information on the Consent Decree 
including some of the financial divers and status. This includes why the City' s estimated cost of the 
Consent Decree has risen from $480 million, to the current estimate of over $650 million. 

Please contact me should you or any of the Board have any questions. 
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SS3 

Memo 
To: Carl Geffken, City Administrator 
CC: Jeff Dingman, Deputy City 
Administrator From:  Andrew Richards, 
Director of Finance 

Date:  August 20, 2021 
Re: 2022 Departmental Service Objectives 

 
 
 

Attached for your review are the 2022 service objectives submitted to Finance as 
requested during the annual budget cycle. These service objectives and applicable 
key performance indicators provide insight to the board and administration on 
departmental priorities for the coming year. 
The following departments are in transition with either a new management 
organization, a new department director or an open director position.  Therefore, 
service objectives for these departments are not included.  We anticipate having 
service objectives established next year for these departments. 

• Convention Center 

• Solid Waste 
• Advertising and Promotions Commission 

 
Should you have any questions or require more information, please let me know. 
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Mayor Program 2022 Service Objectives 

1. Service Objective:  Support and enhance existing city processes utilizing a business mindset.  The Mayor recognizes the 
good work performed by city staff while also seeking to improve accountability, efficiency and transparency in all aspects
of city government. The Mayor further recognizes challenges to efficient service delivery and continues to champion the
serious consideration of a City Hall project in 2022.

2. Service Objective:  Prioritize the Public Safety and Public Health needs of the community. The Mayor recognizes the
impact of the COVID-19 Virus to the State of Arkansas and to the City of Fort Smith. Ensuring that every resident of the
city has access to accurate information, vaccines, and medical providers will be a project of high importance in 2022 and
beyond. In addition, ensuring that the rights, provided by law, to every resident are enforced without difficulty.  The Mayor’s
office will continue to solicit feedback from residents regarding how the city is or is not meeting their needs.

3. Service Objective:  Create more opportunities for Community and Civic Engagement with the residents of Fort Smith and 
the River Valley Region.  The Mayor is excited about the many creative and different community activities presented in
2021. From National Day of Racial Healing to Arbor Day. He also recognizes the need for more civic engagement and
training for the public. The Mayor’s Office will create programming to enhance the knowledge base and resident
participation in our community.

4. Service Objective:  Engage with state leaders on issues and matters of importance to Fort Smith. The Mayor recognizes
that Fort Smith is a leading municipality in the state.  Often times the decisions made by Leadership influence other
municipalities or statewide policy. The Mayor further recognizes that when an issue matters to Fort Smith, it frequently has
repercussions statewide, and Fort Smith will be a leader in addressing tough issues and inviting innovation in service
delivery and policymaking. Cultivating relationships with state officials and other Mayors throughout Arkansas and beyond 
will continue as an objective of the Mayor’s office in 2022.

5. Service Objective: Bolster ties with State Agencies and work to encourage economic development efforts focused on
Fort Smith. The Mayor encourages the State of Arkansas, as well as, the Federal Government to continue to invest
resources in Fort Smith. The Mayor also recognizes the importance of working with statewide economic development
initiatives to ensure that Fort Smith and its workforce remains at the forefront of statewide initiatives to bring economic
investment to Arkansas.

6. Service Objective:  Continue an exceptional relationship with the military to ensure an ongoing and vigorous presence in
Fort Smith.  The Mayor recognizes the city’s long history of working with our military interests so that Fort Smith remains
vital and relevant to defense efforts. The 188th Wing of the Arkansas Air National Guard is an important employer and
community partner in Fort Smith and the Mayor will continue working with all military partners to ensure that Fort Smith,
Fort Chaffee, and the Ebbing Air National Guard Base continues to be at the forefront of our nation’s defense efforts. The
Mayor further recognizes the support that Ebbing Air National Guard Base will need as they prepare for the arrival of the
Singapore Mission.  We stand ready to assist not only the base but also to do our part as a city to make this a welcoming
place for our new residents.

7. Service Objective: Continue to be a passionate champion of our educational system including our public and private
schools, as well as Peak Innovation Center, UAFS, ACHE, UAMS West and Vista College.
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Mayor Program 2021 Service Objectives and Outcomes 

1. Service Objective:  Support and enhance existing city processes utilizing a business mindset.  The Mayor recognizes the
good work performed by city staff while also seeking to improve accountability, efficiency and transparency in all aspects
of city government. The Mayor further recognizes challenges to efficient service delivery and continues to champion the
serious consideration of a City Hall project in 2021.

Outcomes: The Mayor uses every opportunity afforded to him to educate the community about the good work performed
by city staff. Mayor has spoken to the Optimist Club, Downtown Rotary, Chamber events and more informing the public
about what it takes to run a city of this size and how lucky we are to have subject experts on our team. His public comments 
and accolades humanizes the City Team for the community.

The Mayor continues to champion the serious consideration of a City Hall Project. In 2021, we met via zoom with The P3
Group, Inc.  The largest minority P3 developer in the USA to discuss the opportunities available to the City of Fort Smith
to bring this project to fruition. Presentation and company information is available for review upon request.

2. Service Objective:  Prioritize the Public Safety and Public Health needs of the community. The Mayor recognizes the
impact of the COVID-19 Virus and the effect of the Civil Protests to the State of Arkansas and to the City of Fort Smith.
Ensuring that every resident of the city has access to accurate information, vaccines, and medical providers will be a
project of high importance in 2021 and beyond. In addition, ensuring that the rights, provided by law, to every resident are
enforced without difficulty.  The Mayor’s office will continue to solicit feedback from residents regarding how the community 
is or is not meeting their needs.

Outcomes:  The Mayor’s Office along with several community partners hosted vaccination clinics open to the community.
First dose Pfizer was offered the end of February and second dose Pfizer was offered mid-March 500 plus participants
received vaccinations.  A second round of vaccinations were offered the end of March in collaboration with the Good
Samaritan Clinic over 300 participants received the Jansen Single Shot vaccine including 35 documented homeless
individuals.
The Mayor’s Office also produced a video on how the vaccine was made this was aired on KFSM News 5 digital platform,
as well as, the City’s Access Channel. The Mayor’s Office continues to promote COVID safety precautions and vaccination 
opportunities via billboards and social media posts.

The Mayor continues to be a strong supporter of FSPD and the Community Policing Model. He participates in FSPD
Community Programs such as the Sack Lunch Program as time permits. The Mayor’s Office continue to explore
communication options to solicit feedback from residents.

3. Service Objective:  Engage with state leaders on issues and matters of importance to Fort Smith. The Mayor
recognizes that Fort Smith is a leading municipality in the state.  Often times the decisions made by Leadership influence
other municipalities or statewide policy. The Mayor further recognizes that when an issue matters to Fort Smith, it frequently
has repercussions statewide, and Fort Smith will be a leader in addressing tough issues and inviting innovation in service
delivery and policymaking. Cultivating relationships with state officials and other Mayors throughout Arkansas and beyond
will continue as an objective of the Mayor’s office in 2021.

Outcomes: The Mayor participates in quarterly conference calls with the Governor to speak specifically about matters 
in the City of Fort Smith. Mayor always inquires how his office and the City of Fort Smith can be helpful. 

4. Service Objective: Bolster ties with State Agencies and work to encourage economic development efforts
focused on Fort Smith. The Mayor encourages the State of Arkansas, as well as, the Federal Government to continue
to invest resources in Fort Smith. The Mayor also recognizes the importance of working with statewide economic
development initiatives to ensure that Fort Smith and its workforce remains at the forefront of statewide initiatives to bring
economic investment to Arkansas.

Outcomes: Mayor serves as an appointed member of the Advisory Council for Economic Development for the Arkansas 
Municipal League.  
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Mayor Program 2021 Service Objectives and Outcomes 

5. Service Objective:  Continue an exceptional relationship with the military to ensure an ongoing and vigorous
presence in Fort Smith.  The Mayor recognizes the city’s long history of working with our military interests so that Fort
Smith remains vital and relevant to defense efforts. The 188th Wing of the Arkansas Air National Guard is an important
employer and community partner in Fort Smith and the Mayor will continue working with all military partners to ensure that
Fort Smith, Fort Chaffee, and the Ebbing Air National Guard Base continues to be at the forefront of our nation’s defense
efforts.

Outcomes:  Continue an exceptional relationship with the military to ensure an ongoing and vigorous presence in Fort
Smith. This action afforded the Mayor’s Office the opportunity to serve a vital role in securing the Singapore Air Force Pilot
Training Mission at Ebbing Air National Guard Base.

6. Service Objective: Continue to be a passionate champion of our educational system including our public and private
schools, as well as Peak Innovation Center, UAFS, ACHE, UAMS West and Vista College.

Outcomes:  Mayor receives frequent briefings on the plans and actions of our educational partners.  This allows him to 
speak knowledgeably and confidently to our residents about the future of education in our community.  
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City Administrator Program 2022 Service Objectives 

1. Service Objective:  Improve transparent communication with the Board of Directors and the public on all matters,
especially regarding the status of ongoing projects or initiatives. Continue to support all city departments in presenting the
messages the City pushes out to the public. Improving the quality of and access to the information the City provides to its
citizens through better use of open data resources. Continue affirmative outreach and responsiveness via traditional media
and social media outlets. Continue and improve upon regular information provided to the Board as updates to ongoing
issues or projects. Significantly enhance city-wide communications, branding, and outreach.

2. Service Objective:  Continue reporting on the status of implementation of the Future Fort Smith comprehensive plan, and
actively participate in efforts to expand the details of such plan. The FFS plan remains at the forefront in providing guidance
to decision-making for budgeting, capital projects and operations. Annual reporting from city departments/agencies will
continue, as will the annual status reporting to the Board of Directors. City Administration recognizes the role it plays in
keeping the FFS plan (and the Propelling Downtown Forward plan) in front of city departments, outside agencies, and the
local elected officials and maintaining the document’s relevance to the entire community. FY2022 will focus on improving
communication to residents about the status and successes of all city projects, including FFS projects.

3. Service Objective:  Continue to identify efficiency of city service delivery and facilities management.  Administration
remains focused on consolidating city services and streamlining citizen contact points and service delivery. Continued
improvements at all city facilities are an important piece of this, but a more significant component is the location and layout
of the city’s administrative offices and public service functions. COVID-19 accommodations have played a significant part
in determining how city services are delivered, and the types of space needed to deliver them. To that end, Administration
will continue to evaluate options for a proper City Hall facility. In 2022, Administration intends to target a specific prospect
for such a project and advance a proposal to the Board of Directors for consideration. Administration will also continue to
support OVG’s management of the Fort Smith Convention Center.

4. Service Objective: Continue efforts to refine, redraft, and modify the Consent Decree, particularly in terms of time frame
and affordability. Administration will continue efforts to modify the Consent Decree so that projects can be pursued in a
more logical and efficient manner, and so the city has more time to accomplish the needed improvements. The timeframe
has been extended, but further extension is necessary to make the entire program fit the affordability parameters of our
community. Progress was made toward this end in 2021, but 2022 will require further diligence in pursuing extensions
relating to flood repairs and operations hampered by COVID-19.

5. Service Objective:  Improve the entire organization’s use and implementation of the abilities of the ERP system in the
interest of improved service delivery, data collection, reporting and transparency. Administration and Finance will continue
insist that all departments learn its capabilities, adapt service delivery processes, and make full use of the system’s capacity
for providing streamlined budgeting and performance data reporting to the public. This project has been a tremendous
investment of both money and staff resources, so all departments will have to embrace the changes in service delivery
processes to take full advantage of that investment.

6. Service Objective:  Improve and strengthen relationships between city administration and local agencies, businesses,
organizations and political representation to ensure that the City of Fort Smith provides appropriate support to all who strive
to improve our region and community. The outreach and involvement of city administration in community efforts, both large
and small, to advance and promote Fort Smith will continue to be a primary focus of the City Administrator’s office in 2022.

City Administrator Program 2021 Service Objectives and Outcomes 

1. Service Objective:  Improve transparent communication with the Board of Directors and the public on all matters,
especially regarding the status of ongoing projects or initiatives. Through the Public Relations Manager and further
proposal for expanding communication efforts, Administration reaffirmed its support of all city departments in increasing
and evaluating the messages the City pushes through traditional and social media and improved the information the City
provides to its citizens. The city’s website continues to undergo significant changes, including a decision to move to a
platform built for local government service delivery. Affirmative outreach and responsiveness via traditional media and
social media outlets was a vital service objective throughout the year. A more proactive communications style is preferred
and is being implemented.
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2. Service Objective:  Continue reporting on the status of implementation of the Future Fort Smith comprehensive plan, and
actively participate in efforts to expand the details of such plan. The FFS plan remains at the forefront in providing guidance
to decision-making. Annual reporting from city departments/agencies continued, as did the annual status reporting to the
Board of Directors. City Administration encouraged departments to regularly refer to the FFS plan and keep it (and the
Propelling Downtown Forward plan) in front of city departments, outside agencies, and the local elected officials as
continued justification for projects and initiatives. These are the tools whereby the public has indicated what it wants from
its local government, and Administration continues to emphasize these documents in decision-making.

3. Service Objective:  Continue to identify efficiency of city service delivery and facilities management.  Administration
continued progress toward a one-stop shop of service delivery related to utility billing, human resources, and initial
development services/licensing in order to address the shuffling of public service points in the Stephens building. The
COVID-19 pandemic changed how business flows through the building, but service delivery remains a priority. The Call
Center is a solid step toward improving customer service through a single access point. The call center remains in place,
still answering inquiries on topics across all city departments and providing regular reporting of data to Administration and
the Board regarding the call volume, types of calls, and resolution of issues. This call center approach was needed for the
city, and continues to prove that it is an effective step toward the one-stop shop for customer service. Phone system
upgrades will further improve on the reporting and data collection activities of the call center.

4. Service Objective: Continue efforts to refine, redraft, and modify the Consent Decree, particularly in terms of time frame
and affordability. Administration continued efforts to address the Consent Decree and address projects in a more logical
and efficient manner, and so the city has more time to accomplish the needed improvements. The city was successful in
establishing a pathway toward an extended timeframe. Many needs of Consent Decree Wastewater, Non-Consent Decree
Wastewater, and Water projects will require significant funding.

5. Service Objective:  Improve the administrative and reporting efficiency of the entire organization by making use of the
reporting abilities within the new ERP system. The ERP system project has proven to be a significant challenge, and the
City has experienced growing pains as it moves toward full implementation. Moving to SaaS cloud-based storage in 2021
has increased reliability and performance, and reduced the cost of maintaining data locally. All departments are nearer to
making full use of the system’s capacity for providing streamlined budgeting and performance data reporting to the public.
Work toward providing appropriate and meaningful reporting through this system continued throughout 2021 and
continues still. This project has been a tremendous investment of both money and staff resources.

6. Service Objective:  Improve and strengthen relationships between city administration and local agencies, businesses,
organizations and political representation to ensure that the City of Fort Smith provides appropriate support to all who strive
to improve our region and community. The outreach and involvement of city administration in community efforts, both large
and small, to advance and promote Fort Smith continued as a primary focus of the City Administrator’s office in 2021.
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1. Continue to emphasize education and the development of Court staff to ensure efficient high quality service to

the patrons of the Court and to maintain professional credential/certifications through specialized training and

cross-training.

2. Develop, Implement and Review specialty programs to promote the rehabilitation of offenders in effort to reduce

recidivism and incarceration.

3. Continuous review of the Court's processes and procedures to ensure efficient workflow and case management

while ensuring that all statutory requirements are being met.  Implement new processes with an emphasis to

increase technology and automation.

4. Establish standards and guidelines to promote access to justice, timeliness, integrity, equality and accountability

for optimum court performance.  Identify key measures to assess and recognize areas within the system that

require attention and/or improvement.

1) Case processing standards:  Clearance rates (# of outgoing cases as a percentage of the # of  incoming cases);

Time to Disposition (Cases resolved w/in the established timeframe); Trial Date Certainty (# of continuances)

2) Court Accessibility (Fairness in decisions, equality, respect, court automation and integrity of case files)

3) Financial Obligation Management: Accounts Receivable (How much is owed); Clearance rates ($assessed as

a percentage to the $ collected); Community Contribution (labor hours put back into the community through

community service work) 4) Compliance Clearance rate (#Sanctions issued as a percentage of # resolved)

FY 2020 FY 2021 FY2021 FY 2022
Actual Target Actual Target

Education/Training
(District Court) Certified Support Staff 80% 80% 75% 80%

Specialty Court Programs
(District Court) Offenders successfully completing 10% 50% 50% 60%

the Restore Hope Program (3-6 mo program) COVID

Caseflow Clearance/Efficiency 
(District Court) # outgoing as % of # of incoming 80% 90% 70% 90%

Compliance Clearance/Efficiency
(District Court) Warrants Issued vs. Resolved 74% 85% 62% 85%

Resolved by Court-Non-Arrest/Jail 51% 50% 57% 50%
4201 Financial Obligation Management
(District Court) Assessments (goal is to be above 3 yr avg) 74% 100% 64% 100%

Collections (goal is to be above 3 yr avg) 87% 100% 86% 100%

2022 DISTRICT COURT SERVICE OBJECTIVES

Program Performance Measure

4201 & 4206

4201

4201

4201 

Key Performance Indicators
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1. Service Objective:  Education and Development of Court Personnel

Outcome:  6 employees were cross-trained in additional positions.  Deputy Clerk I:  64% are cross-trained in all

5 positions.  Deputy Clerk II:  55% are cross-trained in all 7 positions.  Senior Clerks:  56% trained in all 3 positions.

Outcome :   Certifications and Certification Updates- Certifications are up to date, however there were

no trainings conducted in 2020 or 2021 due to COVID.  80% of court staff are certified through the State and 2 are

nationally certified through the National Center for State Courts as Court Managers.

2. Service Objective: Specialty Court Programs

Outcome:   The Court revamped the Restore Hope Program by partnering with community resources to be able to

provide appropriate treatment to offenders in effort to reduce recidivism and incarceration fees.  The program

focuses on rehabilitation and education as well as mental health issues.  44 participants have entered the new

program with 28 in progress.  8 have graduated and 8 have been removed for non-compliance.

Outcome:  The Court fully implemented a DWI Specialty Court in January 2021.

3. Service Objective:  Workflow and Case Management

Outcome : As a result of COVID-19, several of the court's practices have been modified to reduce the number of

in person appearances required from the general public.  On-line payments have been encouraged to reduce

the foot traffic reporting in and out of the Courts Building.

4. Service Measure:  Identify Key Measures to Measure Court Performance

Outcome: COVID-19 has greatly impacted the operations of the court.  There have been less criminal and

traffic filings, less payments being made due to the loss of jobs/reduced hours of pay, restricted access to the

Court, an increase in case continuances, less cases have been resolved.  All of which has disrupted the Court's

normal practices and standards of conducting business.  2021, efforts are being made to reinstate most practices.

SERVICE OBJECTIVE OUTCOME FOR CURRENT YEAR: 2021
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1. Continue to emphasize education and the development of the DWI Court Team to provide

assistance and guidance to participants in the program.  Foundational training required to

of all team members to obtain and maintain certification.

2. Maintain compliance with the Standards established by the National Center for DWI Courts.

Consistently follow the 10 Guiding Principles of DWI Courts and adhere to the 98 standards

set by the Arkansas Supreme Court to maintian certification and grant funding eligibility.

3. Identify key measures to assess and recognize areas of the program that need improvement.

Maintain a program that promotes public safety and restores the lives of its participants and

their familes, while reducing recidivision and the costs of incarceration.

4. Ensure the financial stability of the program by applying for available grants and  assessing

appropriate program user fees to keep operational expenses of the program to a minimum.

5. Maintain statistical reporting to measure the quality of the program and submit timely reports

to the appropriate agences.

FY 2019 FY 2020 FY2020 YTD2021
Actual Target Actual Target

Team Education/Training COVID

District Court-DWI Certified Support Staff - 9 members N/A 100% 0% 100%
Program Compliance 

District Court-DWI 10Guiding Principles N/A 100% 90% 100%
98 Standards and Requirements N/A 90% 90% 90%
Financial Stability

District Court-DWI Grant Funds Received (expires each yr) $15,000 $25,000 $25,000 $15,000
Program User Fees Received N/A N/A $150 $7,500
Participant Copmpliance 

District Court-DWI # of DWI 2nd & 3rd Filed N/A N/A 71 75
# Accepted into Program N/A N/A 2 15
Program Capacity (15 max) N/A N/A 13% 100%

42070101

42070101

2022 DISTRICT COURT SERVICE OBJECTIVES - DWI COURT

Key Performance Indicators
Program Performance Measure

42070101

42070101
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1. Service Objective:  Education and Development of DWI Court Team

Outcome:  Grant funding has been received for all 11 members to attend the Foundational

Training.  This training was completed July 2021.

2. Service Objective: Compliance with Specialty Court Programs guidelines and standards

Outcome:   The program has been set up according to the mandatory national standards that

are required.  The program was fully implemented in January 2021.

3. Service Objective:  Key Measures for Improvement

Outcome : The Foundational Training identified areas of improvement that will be made to the

program outline.  The guidelines hand handbook will be updated over a period of the next 6 mos.

4. Service Measure:  Financial Stability

Outcome: Grant received from AHSO for $15,000 for foundational training of the Team and

$10,000 from AOC to establish an operational program.

5. Service Measure: Statisitical Reporting

Outcome:   22% (25% max) of the DWI 2nd & 3rd arrest have volunteered to enter the program.

National standards will only allow 15 participants to be in the program at one time.  The Court

currently has 10 active participants, therefore the program is at 67% capacity.

SERVICE OBJECTIVE OUTCOME FOR CURRENT YEAR: 2021
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The City of Fort Smith, Arkansas 

Office of the Prosecuting Attorney 

100 South 10th Street 

Fort Smith, AR 72901 

Phone 479-788-4100 

Fax     479-788-4104 

Samuel M. Terry    Audra Joplin 

Prosecuting Attorney      Legal Assistant 

August 20, 2021 

2022 Service Objectives 

 Continue to utilize pretrial hearings to facilitate earlier disposal of cases without the

need for trial and subpoenas for law enforcement and civilian witnesses.

 Continue to work with the Sebastian County Criminal Justice Coordinating Committee

to reach goals of improving efficiencies throughout the criminal justice system to reduce

recidivism, reduce failure to appear warrants, and promote alternative sentencing.

 Continue to develop the DWI court program to facilitate treatment and rehabilitation

rather than incarceration for repeat DWI offenders.

 Continue to support law enforcement through training opportunities.

 Continue to support the City of Fort Smith and its law enforcement objectives to achieve

a safer community.

Respectfully submitted, 

Samuel M. Terry 

Samuel M. Terry 

Prosecuting Attorney 
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Internal Audit 2022 Service Objectives 
1. Assist all City Departments with Internal Processes to help obtain operational efficiency (doing it well)

and effectiveness (doing it right) within the department.

2. Perform  Risk  Assessments with  Administration,  City  Departments,  Audit  Committee Members,  and

Board Directors.  The Risk Assessment is continuous throughout the year.

3. Conduct audits based upon audit plans, special request audits, surprise audits, and any audit deemed

necessary during the year.  Also ensure compliance with laws, regulations and policies.

4. Perform Process Improvements that could possibly result in demonstrable and quantifiable cost savings.

5. Perform Remediation Testing for completed audits.

6. Create and promote a City‐wide control  infrastructure and consciousness which ensures  integrity and

ethics in the City’s operating environment.

Internal Audit Department 2021 Service Objectives and Outcomes 
1. Objective: Assist all City Departments with Internal Processes to help obtain operation efficiency (doing

it well) and effectiveness (doing it right) within the department. Outcome: Internal Audit continues to

provide support to City Departments.  We have helped and currently helping several departments with

recommendations on policies, specifically with policies and procedures that have not been reviewed in

a number of years.  These policies and procedures contain areas for that department that reflect high

risk exposure.

2. Objective:  Perform  Risk  Assessment  with  Administration,  Department  Heads,  Audit  Committee

Members, and Board Members. Outcome: Internal Audit continuously throughout the year observe and

listen to all employees so that a risk assessment can be performed effectively based upon the 5 specific

criteria’s.   Additionally,  Internal Audit  attends  Board Meetings  and Work  Sessions  in  order  identify

potential risk within information provided and ordinances passed.

3. Objective: Prepare audits based upon audit plan, special request audits, surprise audits, and any audit

deemed  necessary  during  the  year.  Outcome:  Completed  four  audits  earlier  this  year  and  four

remediation testing audits.  Completed the Zenner Meter Report & Analysis audit, A&P audit, Utilities

Meter & System Discrepancies audit, and Disposal report.  Contract and Construction Analysis – on going

project where information is added during time where we are waiting on information and in between

audits. Currently working on the Demolition/Clean‐up audit and preparing for the Body Worn Camera

audit.

4. Objective:  Perform Remediation testing for completed audits. Outcome: Internal Audit completed City

Asset, ITS Asset Inventory, Purchasing Asset/Manual, and Evidence Room remediation testing.
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Human Resources 2022 Service Objectives 

1. Review third party administrator (TPA) for medical plan and make recommendation to Board of

Directors.

2. Provide a minimum of five (5) risk/safety classes to employees.

3. Develop human resources reports to aid in managing the department.

4. Review compensation structure for competitiveness and make recommendation to Board of Directors.

Key Performance Indicators 

Program Performance Measure FY 2021 
Actual 

FY 2022 
Target 

FY 2022 
Actual 

FY 2023 
Target 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

TPA options reviewed and recommendation 
made to Board of Directors 

Completed 
by 
12/31/2022 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

Risk/Safety classes offered to employees Completed 
by 
12/31/2022 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

Reports developed Implemented 
by 
12/31/2022 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

Compensation structure reviewed and 
recommendation made to Board of Directors 

Implemented 
by 
12/31/2022 
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Human Resources 2021 Service Objectives 

1. Implement the education incentive policy.

Many job descriptions have been reviewed with department heads and updated as needed. 

Implementation expected to be on target.   

2. Implement online Safety Data Sheet Management System.

Safety data sheet software has been purchased. Departments’ data sheets are being collected 

and loaded into the system. 

3. Implement motor vehicle report/driver’s license check process for employees driving for City business.

Pricing from vendors for license and background checks received and being reviewed. 

Implementation expected to be on target. 

4. Conduct ongoing safety/risk training on topics such as Active Shooter, Lock out/Tag out, Outdoor Power

Equipment Operation, First Aid/CPR/AED.

Training conducted on traffic control and work zone safety, workers’ compensation, electrical 

safety, active shooter, reasonable suspicion (drugs & alcohol), pipeline safety. Other classes 

scheduled for later in the year. 

Key Performance Indicators 

Program Performance Measure FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
Actual 

FY 2022 
Target 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

Job descriptions reviewed & updated as 
needed. Education incentive policy 
implemented. 

Completed 
by 
10/1/2021 See above 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

Safety Data Sheet Mgt. System purchased and 
implemented. 

Completed 
by 
9/30/2021 

See above 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

Driver’s license checks being conducted for 
employees driving for City business. 

Implemented 
by 
10/31/2021 

See above 

4104 (Human 
Resources) 

Safety/risk training classes scheduled and 
conducted. 

Implemented 
by 
3/31/2021 

See above 
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City Clerk  2022 Service Objectives 

1. Provide educational opportunities to staff to ensure knowledge and skills
are increased to benefit both staff and citizens.

2. Provide prompt processing of official documents, legal publications and
codification of ordinances.

3. Provide various administrative services to the public, mayor, board of
directors, administration and staff.  (Comprehensive Plan PFS-1)

4. Provide up-to-date information on the department webpage.
(Comprehensive Plan PFS-1)

5. Ensure quality programming of the Government Access Channel 214,
including live telecast and rebroadcast of regular meetings of the Board of
Directors.   (Comprehensive Plan PFS-2)

6. Conduct 2022 municipal elections in compliance with city and state codes.

Key Performance Indicators 
Program Performance Measure FY 2020

Actual 
FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021
Actual * 

FY 2022 
Target 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Board meetings attended 
(voting sessions) / Sets of 
Board minutes 

27 28 14 28 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Agenda’s prepared 44 55 33 55 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Ordinances & Resolutions 
adopted  

280 300 180 300 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Oak Cemetery Interments 
/ Inurnments 

66 70 41 70 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Oak Cemetery deeds 
issued 

30 65 33 65 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Average Government 
Access Channel 
advertisements 

256 275 246 275 

*as of July 31, 2021
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City Clerk  2021 Service Objectives & Outcomes 
Updated August 13, 2021 

1. Provide educational opportunities to staff to ensure knowledge and skills
are increased to benefit both staff and citizens.
Outcome: Staff has and will continue to attend multiple certification

programs hosted by the Arkansas City Clerks, Recorders 
and Treasurers Association, International Institute of 
Municipal Clerks, and Arkansas Municipal League. Due to 
COVID-19, attendance to educational courses have been 
and will be via electronic means.  

2. Provide prompt processing of official documents, legal publications and
codification of ordinances.
Outcome: As required by law, all resolutions and ordinances are

presented to the mayor for his signature within 48 hours 
of the meeting at which they were adopted. Ordinances, 
resolutions and minutes are typically presented to the 
mayor for his signature immediately following 
adjournment of the meeting in which they are 
adopted/approved. All agreements and contracts are 
presented to the mayor for his signature as they are 
received from the respective departments.  

Ordinances requiring publication are submitted to the 
local newspaper for publication typically the day after 
their adopted, but at least within the same week of 
adoption. Ordinances that require codification are 
specifically identified for inclusion in the next code 
supplement. 

3. Provide various administrative services to the public, mayor, board of
directors, administration and staff.  (Comprehensive Plan PFS-1)
Outcome: City Clerk staff are accessible at all times.

4. Provide up to date information on the department web page.
(Comprehensive Plan PFS-1)
Outcome: Board packet information for Board of Directors

meetings, including agendas, staff briefings, minutes, 
meeting summary, audio and video recordings of Board 
of Directors regular meetings are made available on the 
website. A link to the board packet is also posted to the 
calendar on the City's main web page. Information and 
services regarding the City Clerk's Office and staff bios 
are also available. Ordinances adopted, but not yet 
codified in the Fort Smith Municipal Code are also posted 
to the web page to ensure the public maintains access to 
all code  amendments. 
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5. Ensure quality programming of the Government Access Channel 214,
including live telecast and rebroadcast of regular meetings of the Board of
Directors.   (Comprehensive Plan PFS-2)

Outcome: An average of 256 announcements per month have aired
continually providing information on city services and 
events, and promoting activities of community 
organizations. The following videos have also aired 
through July 31, 2021:   

 The Call/CASA PSA Video
 Water Meter Replacements – Utility Dept.
 RouteShout 2.0 – Transit Dept.
 Inclement Weather – Street Dept.
 Kitchen Safety Video – Fire Dept.
 COVID-19: Your City is Open
 COVID-19:  Message – Fire Dept.
 COVID-19: 5 Features Vaccine Video
 COVID-19: United Way 211
 This Moment Brought to You by Your Hometown (AR

Municipal League – factory)
 This Moment Brought to You by Your Hometown (AR

Municipal League – baseball)
 This Moment Brought to You by Your Hometown (AR

Municipal League – sprinkler)

Due to COVID-19 and to adhere to social distancing 
requirements, regular meetings of the Board of Directors 
were held at the Convention Center from March 2020 – 
June 2021. Said location did not maintain the required 
connection for live broadcast on the Access Channel; 
therefore, live broadcast of regular meetings of the Board 
of Directors was not available. In July 2021, Board of 
Directors regular meetings were relocated to the  facility 
known as the Blue Lion, 101 North 2nd Street. Live  
broadcast on the Access Channel was not available at the 
first meeting in the new facility; however, such was 
reinstated at the July 20, 2021 regular meeting. Video of 
all regular meetings are rebroadcast on the Access 
Channel three (3) times daily, except Tuesdays or 
Wednesdays, until the next regular meeting. Board 
meeting agendas are also aired on the Access Channel 
each Thursday preceding the meeting, and displayed five 
(5) times daily until the meeting occurs.
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Key Performance Indicators 
Program Performance Measure FY 2019

Actual 
FY 2020 
Target 

FY 2020
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Board meetings attended 
(voting sessions) / Sets of 
Board minutes 

27 28 27 28 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Agenda’s prepared 54 55 44 55 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Ordinances & Resolutions 
adopted  

323 300 280 300 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Oak Cemetery Interments 
/ Inurnments 

77 70 66 70 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Oak Cemetery deeds 
issued 

40 65 30 65 

Program #4105 
City Clerk 

Average Government 
Access Channel 
advertisements 

265 275 256 275 
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Finance Department 2022 Service Objectives 
1. Continue to support the City’s Technology Plan by mastering the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and

system follow‐up activities.  (Comprehensive Plan: Goal CCD‐3.1)

2. Analyze  and  improve  budget  management  process  for  all  departments.  Finance  department  will

streamline the budget planning process and look for ways to improve transparency in the budget process

with Directors and Citizens. (Comprehensive Plan: Goal CCD‐3)

3. Enhance  accessibility  of  financial  data  for  all  city management,  citizens,  vendors,  and  customers.

(Comprehensive Plan: Goal CCD‐3.1)

4. Enhance  accountability  across  all  departments  by  refining  and  communicating  financial  and

administrative policies to all employees. Finance department will strive to clearly document business

processes and policies and ensure the documentation  is readily available to all employees  in a timely

manner via electronic methods. (Comprehensive Plan: Goal CCD‐3)

5. Build bench strength in finance and accounting positions through recruiting, continuing education, and

cross‐training.

Key Performance Indicators 

Program  Performance Measure  FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
Actual 

FY 2022 
Target 

4301 (Finance) 
Month‐end  close  by  the  15th  of  the 
following month 

0%  100%      100% 
(as of 6/30) 

100% 

4301 (Finance) 
Issue quarterly Board Financial Reports 
within 30 days of quarter‐end  

0%  100%  50% 
(as of 6/30) 

100% 

4301 (Finance)  Year‐end close by 2/28  0%  100%  ‐‐  100% 

4301 (Finance) 
Budget book completed within 90 days 
after Board adoption 

0%  100%  0%  100% 

4301 (Finance) 
The  Comprehensive  Annual  Financial 
Report completed by 6/30 

0%  100%  ‐‐  100% 

Finance Department 2021 Service Objectives and Outcomes 
1. Objective: Support the City’s Technology Plan by mastering the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

system.

Outcome: Finance will continue to focus on improving processes and training departments.  Finance

will continue to work toward providing appropriate and meaningful reports out of the ERP system.

2. Objective: Analyze and improve budget management process for all departments.

Outcome:  Finance continues to see substantial improvement in the budget process for all departments.

Departments have real time data at their fingertips since the implementation of the ERP system.  This is

the second year to utilize the ERP personnel section of the budget module.  This module has decreased

the entry time, improved accuracy, and is easier for the department directors to understand and verify.

3. Objective: Enhance accessibility of financial data for all city management, citizens, vendors, and

customers.
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Outcome: Finance worked to  improve the accessibility of financial data  in 2020 through the planning 

and implementation of the ERP system for improved visibility to employees. Departmental budget and 

spending  information  is now available to departments  in a real‐time environment. 2022 will focus on 

improved accessibility to external parties and citizens through the use of technology. 

4. Objective: Enhance accountability across all departments by refining and communicating financial and

administrative policies to all employees.

Outcome: Finance continues to work to  improve the accessibility of financial policies and procedures

through  evaluation  of  business  processes,  thorough  documentation  of  new  procedures  for  all

departments, and continued end user training on the new systems and business processes.

5. Objective: Build bench strength  in finance and accounting positions at the analyst and manager  level

through recruiting, continuing education, and cross‐training.

Outcome: Analysts  and managers  received  continuing  education  on  budgeting,  forecasting,  general

accepted accounting principles, and Tyler specific system applications.  Finance will continue to provide

continuing education and identify opportunities for cross‐training across positions.  In addition, finance

will work towards recruiting and training an additional analyst within the department.
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2022 Purchasing Department Service Objectives 

The Purchasing Department’s goals are constantly looking for ways to improve the procurement 

process and make it more sustainable by optimizing and regulating spending, quality, time, and 

cost. Additionally, the objectives are to keep pace with the City’s process goals, strategies, and 

long-term objectives. The overall goal is to ensure quality deliverables, product and services 

savings, and timely deliveries to have a positive impact on the citizens of Fort Smith. 

Outlined below are key performance indicators that will be implemented to ensure an on-going 

successful procurement process. 

 Requisition Accuracy

Low requisition accuracy increases operating costs. Procurement KPIs are measured across

supply categories, buyer segments, and more. This metric will help department ensure

whether suppliers are delivering what was ordered and if it was delivered at the right time.

Indicators to Track 

o The ratio of product/service delivered outside the pre-defined service target

o % of erroneous delivery over the total number of purchase orders in a period of

time

 Purchase Order Cycle Time

Purchase order cycle time is measured in hours or days from the time a purchase requisition

is converted and submitted to the time when it is transmitted to a vendor or contractor.

Indicators to Track 

Purchasing will measure the number of days from when a Requisition first comes into our 

approval queue until it is converted to a Purchase Order and transmitted to the Supplier. 

Prior to the implementation of Munis, our goal was for a 3 day turnaround, but with 

automating the process, it has allowed us to reduce our goal to 1.5 days.  

 Vendor Performance & Satisfaction

The Purchasing Department will begin sending out regular scorecard surveys to our

strategic suppliers, to gauge their performance against a number of different factors. The

survey will score a number of performance issues on scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the best

score.  This information will be used to ensure that the City Department will continue to

receive value from the supplier or suppliers selected in a given commodity.
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2022 Purchasing Department Service Objectives 

 Rate of Emergency Purchases

Emergency purchases are those unplanned orders which are acquired to prevent the

shortage of products/services. This metric will be measured with the ratio of emergency

purchases to the total number of purchases over a fixed period of time and the ultimate goal

is to reduce the rate of emergency purchases.

Indicators to Track 

By lowering the rate of emergency orders, the City will: 

o Save costs

o Improve the procurement plan

o Reduce supply risks

o Ensure continuity

 Supplier Lead Time

Supplier lead time is the amount of time that elapses between the time a supplier receives

an order and the time when the order is shipped. This is typically measured in days. Vendor

lead time starts with availability confirmation and ordering and ends with the delivery of

goods.

Indicators to Track 

Supplier lead time=delivery time (Goods and receipts delivery) – Order time (PO 

acceptance) 

 Vendor Availability

Vendor availability will be used to measure a vendor’s capacity to respond to emergency

demands. This performance indicator will assist the City in determining the degree of

reliability we can place on a vendor.

Indicators to Track 

Vendor availability (%) will be measured by the ratio of the number of time items available 

on a vendor’s side to the number of orders placed with the supplier. 

 Price competitiveness

Little to no competition among vendors can lead to a place where a few suppliers enjoy a

monopoly. This can lower quality over the long run. Our goal is to shortlist vendors that

offer the City distinct competitive advantage.

Indicators to track 

Price competitiveness will be measured by comparing the price paid with the published 

market prices listed.   
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2022 Service Objectives 
Department of Information and Technology Services (ITS) – 440101 

1. Continue to emphasize, mature and deploy a comprehensive Cybersecurity
Plan. The plan will identify key assets and threats, prioritize risks and threats,
set achievable goals, and define a detailed cybersecurity training regimen for
all City staff. The training regimen will be performed for existing City staff as
well as all new-hires going forward; mature the KnowBe4 platform to ensure
City-wide adoption of cyber security awareness of the internal user community;
continue to focus and emphasize back-end security patch management, anti-
virus measures, vulnerability testing, mitigation and response, ensuring
updated server and end-point versioning and email security measures.

2. Complete the back-end technology infrastructure at the two designated
disaster recovery (DR) sites to minimize the impact of interruptions to daily
city business due to natural disaster, continuation of the pandemic or other
influencing factors. In 2021, the offsite data backup strategy was enhanced to
provide streaming replication of the data storage for the police department
and main City servers to the DR sites at the EOC and Fire Station #11. To
complete the DR strategy, ITS will bring server computing to each site which
will permit faster restoration of business data and daily user computing
capability. This strategy compliments the cloud-based/hosted solution that
provides robust redundancy via the Tyler DR architecture for financial,
utility/general billing and HR business processes and data.

3. Provide technical assistance, leadership and, when requested, project
management services to those departments wishing to implement new or
improve existing technologies and processes to enhance their business
processes. Anticipated enterprise projects for 2022 may include, but not
limited to:

a. Enterprise transition of the three (3) fuel systems at Utilities, Transit,
and Sanitation into a single database to improve accessibility, reporting,
standardization and operational efficiency.  A key component of all
three locations will be 24x7 cloud managed support offering additional
management and security features.

b. Migration of existing Fleetmate fleet management application to the
Lucity enterprise platform;

c. Assisting HR with continued development of on/off-boarding protocol,
related technologies and policies;

d. Continued upgrade and implementation of the Lucity work order system
at the Utilities and Streets departments;

e. Continue to pursue migration of all Utilities legacy business systems and
applications into the Lucity enterprise platform (e.g. water tap records,
etc.)

f. Identify, evaluate and assist with implementation and creation of
supporting policies for a City-wide asset management platform;

g. Migration of the Utility Department’s legacy document imaging
application to the City’s enterprise platform;
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h. Continue to pursue migration of certain Utilities legacy business systems
and applications into the Lucity enterprise platform (e.g. water tap
records, etc.)

4. Implement MDM (Mobile Device Management) strategy for all City-provided
cellular and/or smart devices. This will enable administration of devices for
quicker deployment of standard settings (e.g. email, network access, etc.),
provide for real-time remote geolocation and wiping of lost or stolen devices
and better management of security settings and malware and other cyber
threats.

5. Continue the effort to centralize and consolidate the access control, fire
alarms and security monitoring systems of all City-wide facilities.

6. Continue to work with the Utilities Department to implement Automated Meter
Reading (AMR) and upgrade the iTron FCS (Field Collection System) in
preparation for the eventual Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI).

7. Continue to provide Project Management and technical leadership for the
ongoing ERP project through 2022. As in past years, ITS will play a critical role
in aligning each department’s respective business processes to the various
applications within the ERP for 2022 and provide ongoing training to the
respective departments and users. The 2022 budget year will also see
significant upgrades to the Munis financial, utility billing and HR platforms as
well as the upgrade and City-wide rollout of GIS centric applications for
Development and Building Services for use in development, permitting, zoning,
planning and building services.

8. Continue to provide timely and effective support of personal computers,
related peripherals and communication technology to the Administration and
staff of the City of Fort Smith.

9. In addition to storing regular exports of the Board of Directors email accounts,
a goal for 2022 will be to implement an “open checkbook” feature to allow a
transparent view into City of Fort Smith spending and other budgetary matters.

10. Continue to work with the Utilities Department and associated contractors to
assist with fulfillment of the Wastewater Consent Decree program. This work
will include ensuring availability of critical network, web and data storage
services, integration and centralization of business processes into the Lucity
enterprise platform, providing access to the City’s enterprise GIS, developing
and maintaining GIS web services for project management, developing focused
web-based GIS applications, and providing focused end-user support for
technology devices and peripherals.

11. Continue to provide GIS support to the Fort Smith Regional Chamber of
Commerce. This support will enhance the Chamber’s ability to pursue their
economic development and management goals using GIS and mapping
technology. This goal includes the continued maintenance and support of the
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City’s online GIS Portal and preparation of maps and information for site 
selectors representing potential business development with the region. 

12. Continue to mature and support the City’s enterprise GIS including public-
facing GIS applications.

13. Working with the Fire and Police Departments and contracted implementation
consultant, DeltaWorx complete an analysis of migration/upgrade options for
the existing Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) and Record Management Systems
(RMS) and solicit potential vendors for the replacement/upgrade.

14. Perform a significant upgrade of the Police Department’s back-end
infrastructure and technology ecosystem including servers and virtualized
systems, server operating systems, upgraded client PCs and/laptops from
existing VDI zero clients (two-year process), office software and email
features.

15. Expand the use of the LiGO vehicle tracking platform presently in-use with the
Utilities Department to include all City departments. This will provide a single-
pane of glass portal for Admin and department officials to monitor and track
City vehicle use for maintenance, routing and audit purposes.
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2021 Service Objectives 
Department of Information and Technology Services (ITS) – 440101 

1. Provide technical assistance, leadership and, when requested, project
management services to those departments wishing to implement new or
improve existing technologies and processes to enhance their business
processes. Anticipated enterprise projects for 2021 may include, but not
limited to: Integration of disparate vehicle fueling systems into a centralized,
enterprise system; Continued deployment of Vehicle Tracking and Route
Optimization of all City vehicles; Assisting HR with development of onboarding
protocol and related technologies for new City staff; continued upgrade of the
public safety (PD and Fire) mobile data terminals (MDTs) to more progressive
and innovative technologies and equipment; and upgrade and continued
implementation of the Lucity work order system at the Utilities and Streets
departments;
ITS provided project leadership for the technical aspects of the initial tasks
related to the new fueling station including networking and security-related
systems for the new physical location of the upgraded/migrated Fuelmaster
system; During 2021, ITS continued to assist various departments with
consolidating City fleet vehicles into a single enterprise AVL platform including
Streets Dept.; ITS and MIS helped Utilities achieve a significant milestone for
the Lucity upgrade and implementation by completing a production rollout of
the latest Lucity platform for the Utility FOG program for desktop, mobile and
web-based platforms.

ITS successfully migrated the City’s on-premise Microsoft Exchange email
platform to the hosted, cloud-based Microsoft Office 365 program. This project
provides a subscription-based model for scalable organization growth,
advanced security and an automatic backup strategy for the 950+ individual
user email accounts throughout the City.

2. Continue the effort to centralize and consolidate the access control systems of
all City-wide facilities.
ITS continues to upgrade and implement access control and other security-
related systems for all City facilities into a single, enterprise platform. This has
resulted in the consolidation of as many as three disparate systems in use
throughout the City.

3. Update and refresh the 2015 Strategic Technology Plan and IT Governance
Policy to span the next five years (2021-2025). This update will include
technology-related goals for all City departments including Fire and Police.
Pursuant to direction from the Board of Directors, ITS will continue in 2021 to
audit and evaluate the deployment of software, technology and services
throughout each department in an effort to ensure the most efficient and
beneficial use of technology and identify potential cost savings.
This process has begun internally. However, pursuant to direction from the
Audit Committee, a more comprehensive assessment/study is to be performed
by an outside IT consultant. This process is intended to include a road-map for
future technology projects and initiatives.
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4. Continue to work with the Utilities Department to implement Automated Meter
Reading (AMR) and Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI).
This project remains on-going with the majority of the water accounts in the
City using AMR. ITS staff continues to investigate partnering with other
franchise utility providers and technology vendors to fully implement AMI.

5. Continue to provide Project Management and technical leadership for the
ongoing ERP project through 2021. As in past years, ITS will play a critical role
in aligning each department’s respective business processes to the various
applications within the ERP for 2021 and ensure availability of the related
technical infrastructure for the production systems.
ITS provided project management and leadership to move the City’s entire ERP
platform to a cloud-based, hosted architecture. This move will significantly
enhance and ensure business systems resiliency/availability and provide a much
more comprehensive and robust disaster-recovery and data backup strategy.
This project has also significantly reduced the workload for key ITS staff
responsible for patch management and upgrading of the previously self-hosted
or on-premise platform. Upgrades and patching is performed overnight at the
Tyler data centers by Tyler technical staff which has greatly reduced down-
time for daily business processes by City staff.

6. Continue to emphasize, mature and deploy a comprehensive Cybersecurity
Plan. The plan will identify key assets and threats, prioritize risks and threats,
set achievable goals, and define a detailed a cybersecurity training regimen for
internal City staff. The training program will be performed for existing City
staff as well as all new-hires going forward.
This is an ongoing process and will continue into 2022 and beyond. ITS has
performed initial user phish testing and provided a training video to all City
users.

7. Continue to develop and refine the City-wide Continuity of Operations Plan
(COOP). 2020 will see the development and adoption of a Basic COOP to
address continuity of operations related to city government as a whole. In
2019, the ITS department has led the development of department-specific
COOPs to define specific actions and processes related to the individual needs
of the respective City department.
Work continues in 2021 and will continue into 2022.

8. Continue to provide timely and effective support of personal computers,
related peripherals and communication technology to the Administration and
staff of the City of Fort Smith.
User support within ITS consists of three full-time staff with the sole mission of
providing timely customer service support and training. To-date, help desk
support tickets are routinely managed and resolved and back-log work tickets
kept to a minimum
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9. Continue to develop, implement and load data for the City’s Open Data Portal
(ODP). When fully-implemented, the ODP will leverage information from
various City sources, including the ERP, foster transparency and provide direct
public access to certain City data.
This effort remains ongoing and will more fully develop with the creation of
additional functionality including an “open checkbook” features reflecting City
purchasing activity.

10. Continue to work with the Utilities Department and associated contractors to
assist with fulfillment of the Wastewater Consent Decree program. This work
will include ensuring availability of critical network, web and data storage
services, providing access to the City’s enterprise GIS, developing and
maintaining GIS web services for project management, developing focused
web-based GIS applications, and providing focused end-user support for
technology devices and peripherals.
ITS, GIS and MIS staff imbedded within the Utilities Department continue to
devote significant time to working with in cooperation with contractors to
develop and expand required web services, enterprise GIS data, end-user
technology, and data storage.

11. Perform an upgrade/refresh of the City-wide, CISCO-based Voice over Internet
Protocol (VOIP) phone system. The existing system is several versions behind
and HAS REACHED a no-support status. The upgrade will include all related
equipment including servers, switches, routers and, in many cases, new desk
phones.
This project has been completed under the supervision and leadership of the
ITS Department. The City’s VOIP phone system is now entirely cloud-based and
hosted by third-party telecommunications provider. Also, a key feature was the
creation of a separate physical network and back-end maintained by the third-
party provider and intended to provided resiliency and optimum availability.

12. Continue to provide GIS support to the Fort Chaffee Redevelopment Authority
(FCRA) and Fort Smith Regional Chamber of Commerce. This support will
enhance the FCRA’s and Chamber’s ability to pursue their economic
development and management goals using GIS and mapping technology. This
goal includes the continued maintenance and support of the online Chaffee
Crossing GIS Portal and preparation of maps and information for site selectors
representing potential business development with the region.
GIS staff continues to work with the Fort Smith Chamber of Commerce to
prepare exhibits and maps in support of economic development efforts and site
selection representatives.

13. Working with the Fire and Police Departments, complete an analysis of
migration/upgrade options for the Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) and Record
Management Systems (RMS) systems currently in use. Every effort will be given
to ensure interoperability with the City’s new ERP.
This project is ongoing and an implementation consultant has been selected
and contracted to provide a comprehensive assessment of not only the existing
CAD/RMS systems but also evaluate related technology infrastructure and staff
processes at all levels of the Fire and Police Department.
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14. Expand the use of the LiGO vehicle tracking platform presently in-use with the
Utilities Department to include all City departments. This will provide a single-
pane of glass portal for Admin and department officials to monitor and track
City vehicle use for maintenance, routing and audit purposes.
The LiGO platform now exists in the Utility and Streets Departments and
expansion is anticipated into other departments in 2022.
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Engineering Department 2022 Service Objectives 

1. Support the livability of neighborhoods by constructing street overlays/reconstruction
projects, street improvement projects, and by alleviating drainage problems, all as identified
in the 2022 Capital Improvement Program. (Comprehensive Plan: FLU‐1.4, TI‐5.1, TI‐5.2 and
NCR‐2.6)

2. Implement special projects which evolve during the year. (Comprehensive Plan: FLU‐1.4, TI‐
5.1, TI‐5.2 and NCR‐2.6)

3. Implement key performance indicators as outlined below. (Comprehensive Plan: FLU‐1.4, TI‐
5.1, TI‐5.2 and NCR‐2.6)

Key Performance Indicators 
Program  Performance Measure  FY 2022 

Target 

Program # 4103 
Engineering 

Prepare annual Street and Drainage Capital Improvement 
Program and present to the Board of Directors for approval by 
November 30 

11/07/22 

Program # 4103 
Engineering 

Prepare annual Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System Report 
and submit to the Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality 
by March 31. 

03/31/22 

Program # 4103 
Engineering 

Manage construction contracts to maintain change orders to 
within 10 percent of the original contract amount. 

100% 

Program # 4103 
Engineering 

Complete development permit reviews (building permit site 
plans, subdivision plats, construction plans, grading permits and 
floodplain development permits) within scheduled allotted time.  

100% 
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Engineering Department 2021 Service Objections 
(Updated thru July 31, 2021) 

1. Support the livability of neighborhoods by constructing street overlays/reconstruction projects,
street improvement projects, and by alleviating drainage problems, all as identified in the 2021
Capital Improvement Program.  (Comprehensive Plan: FLU‐1.4, TI‐5.1, TI‐5.2 and NCR‐2.6)

Outcome:  The 2021 projects include four street overlay/reconstruction projects, six drainage
improvement projects, one traffic signal improvement project, one street realignment project,
one new street construction project, one street striping project, and one pavement
management project.  All projects are under various stages of design with construction
scheduled to being later this year or next year.

2. Implement special projects which evolve during the year.  (Comprehensive Plan: FLU‐1.4, TI‐5.1,
TI‐5.2 and NCR‐2.6)

Outcome:  The design for a new street (Excelsior Drive) to serve the Owens Corning expansion
has been added to the street and drainage capital improvement program.

3. Implement key performance indicators as outlined below.  (Comprehensive Plan: FLU‐1.4, TI‐5.1,
TI‐5.2 and NCR‐2.6)

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Activity  FY 2021  FY 2021 

Target  Actual 

Prepare annual Street and Drainage Capital Improvement 
Program and present to the Board of Directors for 
approval by November 30. 

11/02/21 
On Schedule for 

11/02/21 

Prepare annual Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System 
Report and submit to the Arkansas Department of 
Environmental Quality by March 31.   

3/31/21  3/18/21 

Manage construction contracts to maintain change orders 
to within 10 percent of the original contract amount. 

100%  100% 

Complete development permit reviews (building permit 
site plans, subdivision plats, construction plans, grading 
permits and floodplain development permits) within 
scheduled allotted time. 

100%  100% 
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 DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
2022 SERVICE OBJECTIVES 

1. Continue implementation of the goals identified for the development services
department through the Future Fort Smith Comprehensive Plan.

2. Continue to review, edit, incorporate, and revise portions of the development
maps and codes such as the Unified Development Ordinance, zoning map, ETJ,
planning area, annexation plans and other development maps.  (FLU 1.1.3, FLU
1.6, ED 1.1, ED 1.3, ED 5.2, HN 1.5, HN 1.5.1, PFS 1.1.2)

3. Protect and improve existing neighborhoods by continuing the implementation of
the CDBG, HOME, and other housing programs and creating a more proactive
program in the neighborhood services division.  The staff is implementing the
Housing Assistance Program which was CDBG funded for $281,315.00 for PY
2021 and HOME funds in the amount of $273,215.00 for new affordable housing
on infill lots with designs sensitive to the surrounding neighborhoods.  Both
CDBG and the HOME budgets were decreased was slightly decreased for PY
2021. The staff is anticipating that the CDBG and HOME Programs funding will
remain level for PY 2022. (HN 3.3.1, HN 2.4.1, HN 3.1.1, HN 2.2.1, HN 1.6, ED
7.2)

4. Collaborate with IT to improve the department’s presence online by updating the
Development Services website and the implementation of the ERP/EnerGov
software in order to make the experience more user friendly for the customer.
(PFS 1, PFS 2)
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 DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
2021 SERVICE OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES 

1. Finalize the implementation of the Form Based Code for the Central Business
Improvement District. The Form Based Code was a recommendation from the
Propelling Downtown Forward plan. (FLU 1.6, FLU 3, FLU 3.2.3)

The Board of Directors adopted the Form Based Code on February 2, 2021. The
Board’s adoption followed adoption by the Central Business Improvement
District Commission and the Planning Commission. The FBC replaces the zoning
as well as the design guidelines for the CBID.

2. Continue implementation of the goals identified for the development services
department through the Future Fort Smith Comprehensive Plan.

Staff is continuing to work towards implementing the goals, policies, and actions
identified within the Future Fort Smith Comprehensive Plan. The Future Fort
Smith Committee meets quarterly to hear updates from city staff and community
partners regarding the implementation of the Comprehensive Plan. Additionally,
staff provides annual reports to the Board of Directors outlining those action
items and facilitated annual departmental reports presented to the Future Fort
Smith Committee.

3. Continue to review, edit, incorporate, and revise portions of the development
maps and codes such as the Unified Development Ordinance, zoning map, ETJ,
planning area, annexation plans and other development maps.  (FLU 1.1.3, FLU
1.6, ED 1.1, ED 1.3, ED 5.2, HN 1.5, HN 1.5.1, PFS 1.1.2)

The UDO is a dynamic document that is amended as needed to ensure
consistency and ease of use. Additionally, staff regularly facilitates changes to the
master land use plan map and the zoning map as requested by citizens. Staff
continues to issue construction approval letters and Certificates of Land Use for
properties in the ETJ.

4. Protect and improve existing neighborhoods by continuing the implementation of
the CDBG, HOME, and other housing programs and creating a more proactive
program in the neighborhood services division.  The staff is implementing the
Housing Assistance Program which was CDBG funded for $270,000.00 for PY
2019 and HOME funds in the amount of $284,369.00 for new affordable housing
on infill lots with designs sensitive to the surrounding neighborhoods.  The
CDBG budget was slightly increased and the HOME budget was slightly
decreased for PY 2019. The staff is anticipating that the CDBG and HOME
Programs funding will remain level for PY 2020. (HN 3.3.1, HN 2.4.1, HN 3.1.1,
HN 2.2.1, HN 1.6, ED 7.2)

The 5 Year Consolidated Plan for Program Years 2021-2025 was adopted by
resolution R-65-21 on May 18, 2021 by the Board of Directors.  The plan was
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submitted late due to a storm on May 4, 2021 which caused the final public 
hearing to be rescheduled.  The U. S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development 
granted a deadline extension to the city.  The document is required as a condition 
of receiving CDBG and HOME funding.   Implementation of projects and 
activities recommended by CDAC and also approved by the Board of Directors by 
Resolution R-65-21  for Program Year 2021 will begin once the U. S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development Funding Approval Agreement has been fully 
executed between HUD and the City Administrator.  The CDBG program was 
awarded $898,187 and the HOME program award was $414,680 which 
represents a slight decrease for CDBG and 5% + decrease for HOME from the 
prior year.  Historic detailed reports which contains performance measures 
objectives and outcomes is available online and titled as the Consolidated Annual 
Performance Evaluation Report (CAPER).  The PY 2020 CAPER is currently 
being completed which covers the time period of July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021 
and will be placed online once it has been accepted by HUD. The staff is also 
implementing projects from the CARES Act through CDBG CV1 in the amount of 
$530,830 and CV3 at $483,022.  The city was notified of a HOME-ARP 
(American Rescue Plan) allocation of $1,501,450 to assist with housing issues 
directly related to the COVID pandemic.  Policy guidance has not been issued at 
this time 

5. Collaborate with IT to improve the department’s presence online by updating the
Development Services website and the implementation of the ERP/EnerGov
software in order to make the experience more user friendly for the customer.
(PFS 1, PFS 2)

Planning and Zoning is currently utilizing the Business Licensing module of
Energov to process all city business licenses and hospitality and supplemental tax
remittance. Additionally, staff is working towards completion of an “open for
business” website to make the process easier for customers. Finally, staff started
utilitizing BlueBeam, electronic fillable applications, and development meetings
via zoom to improve the online experience for developers.
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2022 SERVICE OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOME/PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR       
BUILDING SAFETY AND NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DIVISIONS  

The Building Safety Division will continue to administer all applicable State and City Building 
codes and ordinances and will review construction plans for code compliance and preform all 
related field inspections and will administer the unsafe structure ordinance. (ED-1, HN-1, HN-2, 
HN-3, TI-4) 

The Neighborhood Services Division will continue administer the City Municipal Code Chapter 
16 nuisance cleanup ordinances and the enforcement responsibilities of the City Property 
Maintenance Code as well as the Municipal Code Chapter 14 use of lands parking regulations as 
to protect and improve existing neighborhoods. (ED-7, HN-1, HN-2) 

We will continue strive to improve the professionalism and productivity of the employees in 
their day to day involvement with designers, developers, contractors, other city department staff 
and the public. (PFS-1, PFS-2, PS-4)  

Staff is continuing to work with IT staff in reviewing possible changes to the existing permitting 
and code enforcement software as well as reviewing new software as to insure that any possible  
changes go as smooth as possible in order to make the experience more user friendly for the  
customer. (PFS-1, PFS-2, PS-4)  
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2021 SERVICE OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOME/PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR       
BUILDING SAFETY AND NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DIVISIONS (as of 8/1/2021) 

The Building Safety Division will continue to administer all applicable State and City Building 
codes and ordinances and will review construction plans for code compliance and preform all 
related field inspections and will administer the unsafe structure ordinance. (ED-1, HN-1, HN-2, 
HN-3) 

Outcome: The Building Safety Division has Issued 1231 Building permits and conducted 5582 
building, plumbing, electrical and mechanical inspections. We have conducted 355 commercial 
plan reviews and 240 residential plan reviews. Staff has worked numerous complaints for unsafe 
structures, plumbing, electrical and mechanical concerns. 

The Neighborhood Services Division will continue administer the City Municipal Code Chapter 
16 nuisance cleanup ordinances and the enforcement responsibilities of the City Property 
Maintenance Code as well as the Municipal Code Chapter 14 use of lands parking regulations as 
to protect and improve existing neighborhoods. (ED-7, HN-1, HN-2) 

Outcome: Staff has conducted 5932 Environmental code inspections and 2164 Property 
Maintenance inspections. Staff has conducted 10 commercial parking violation inspections, 93 
recreation/utility vehicles violation inspections and 87 general parking violations in residential 
areas. Staff has also worked 107 cases in District Court. 

We will continue strive to improve the professionalism and productivity of the employees in 
their day to day involvement with designers, developers, contractors, other city department staff 
and the public. (PFS 1, PFS 2)   

Outcome: Staff evaluations have continued and the zoom meetings taking place because of 
Covid 19 and onsite meetings with designers, developers, contractors, other city department staff 
and the public have taken place and been reviewed by supervisory staff.    

Staff is continuing to work with IT staff and the Energov staff in reviewing and making changes 
to the Energov software to insure that the implementations when going online is smooth as  
possible in order to make the experience more user friendly for the customer. (PFS 1, PFS 2)  

Outcome: The building and code enforcement portion of the Entergov software was put on hold 
waiting on Tyler to upgrade. The existing permit system has been upgraded by the provider and  
we are continuing to use it for permitting and code enforcement modular.    
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Police Department 2022 Service Objectives 

1. The Fort Smith Police Department recognizes a need to provide public safety services
and resources to all citizens and visitors to the City of Fort Smith.  As the city continues
to grow in the south and east, the need for improved availability of police services in
those areas is becoming increasingly apparent. Further, Arkansas legislators have
introduced plans to provide a more efficient method of providing 911 services through
the consolidation of Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) in Sebastian County. In
2022 the FSPD will address these changes through the development of architectural
plans and design of a facility to house space for police/fire training, 911 emergency
communications/dispatch, and second police precinct/substation.

2. The Administration Division (4701), in conjunction with other divisions, will seek to
provide advanced equipment and training for officers to adequately provide police
services through upgrading and replacing worn equipment and vehicles. This will be
accomplished through a financial plan referred to as the “7-year plan” in which
equipment expenses are identified by command staff and based on available funding
for 2022.

3. The Administration Division (4701), in conjunction with other divisions, is dedicated
to fostering partnerships with the community we serve. A strong partnership with the
community is shown to improve trust and legitimacy with the police department, which
then improves the quality of life in the City of Fort Smith for residents and visitors.  We
accomplish this objective through community services other than enforcement actions,
including outreach initiatives, public safety education, and service to those in need.  In
2022 the Fort Smith Police Department commits to reaching a performance indicator
of at least 50% of the resident population through non-enforcement contacts and
community outreach events.

4. The Support Services Division (4702) will maintain aggressive recruiting practices to
fill vacancies utilizing all resources available.  Further, the need for diversity within
staff of the police department has been well established to maintain trust with the
community.  The Support Services division recognizes this need and commits to
recruiting and hiring a diverse pool of applicants.  The division will measure this
objective through the hiring of at least 50% minority demographic in 2022.

5. The Support Services Division (4702) understands the need for effective and efficient
IT infrastructure for the benefit of employee’s productivity. Current technology is
reaching end-of-life and has created limitations in pushing out new technology such
as desktop virtualization, and in-car video uploads. Therefore, the division will improve
the information technology for employees of the police department through the
replacement of aging systems and implementation of current software in 2022.  This
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includes desktop computers, telework capabilities, mobile computers, office telephony, 
and increased internet capabilities or speeds.  

6. The Support Services Division (4702) will increase the professionalism and knowledge
of the 911 Communications Unit through additional training on telecommunications
principles.  With the recent restructuring of the communications unit there exists a
need to improve the skills of our telecommunicators and communications
supervisors.  The technology and techniques of public safety communications has
changed dramatically with the implementation of NG911 and mobile/social networking
technology.  To address this changing landscape, our dispatchers must have training
on current industry trends, leadership, communication skills, and latest technology to
provide satisfactory public safety response.  This objective will be met in 2022 through
a minimum of 400 hours additional training for communications unit staffing.

7. The Support Services Division (4702) will strive to promote a culture of inclusion and
professionalism through locating and providing department-wide training in diversity,
implicit bias, leadership, communication, use of force, and de-escalation.  This will be
accomplished through hosting courses from outside instructors as well as utilizing
departmental courses such as annual in-service training.

8. The Support Services Division (4702) is involved in the selection a new CAD/RMS
system to replace our aging system.  This system must meet the needs of the police
department, fire department, and communications unit to satisfactorily provide and
document public safety response to the citizens of Fort Smith.  A professional
consulting firm has been partnered with the City of Fort Smith to aid in the selection
process.  The division will assist the consulting firm to prepare an adequate evaluation
and selection protocol to identify a new CAD/RMS vendor in 2022.

9. The Criminal Investigations Division (4703) will provide for the development of
detectives through implementation of specialized training in order to increase
investigation skills for benefit of crime victims in the City of Fort Smith. Training for
detectives is vital to maintain high standards of investigations which leads to
successful prosecution of criminal cases. To meet this objective, the Criminal
Investigations Division (4703) will complete a minimum of 750 hours of enhanced
training to develop the skills and abilities of detectives and supervisors.

10. The Criminal Investigations Division (4703) will maintain an overall divisional crime
clearance rate of assigned cases at or above 80% in 2022. This benchmark is based on
criminal cases assigned to the division for further investigation. Further, each section
within the division will maintain a clearance rate based upon the nature of crimes they
investigate on a regular basis. The Crimes against Persons Unit will maintain a crime
clearance rate of assigned cases at or above 85%. The Crimes against Property Unit
will maintain a crime clearance rate of assigned cases 75%. The Special Investigations
Unit will maintain a crime clearance rate of assigned cases 85%.
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11. The Patrol Division (4704) will provide adequate police response to emergency calls for
service to citizens or visitors in need.  This is accomplished through expedited response
to higher priority calls (priority 0-2, on a priority scale of 0-9) under five minutes,
measured from time of dispatch to time of arrival.

12. The Patrol Division (4704), understanding motor vehicle collisions account for a
significant portion of personal injury and property damage, will seek to promote the
safety of the citizens and visitors of the City of Fort Smith by reducing the number of
motor vehicles collisions by 5%. The reduction of these collisions will be accomplished
through directed patrols, specific enforcement actions, deterrent efforts utilizing solar
powered radar signs placed in problem areas, electronic signage placed in problem
areas, and public service announcements advocating for safe driving practices.

13. The Patrol Division (4704) will maintain a considerable effort to reduce theft in the City
of Fort Smith, for both residential theft as well as commercial theft.  This effort will be
conducted using crime analysis data reported in biweekly Compstat meetings,
collaboration with the Criminal Investigation Division and Community Relations Unit,
directed patrols of neighborhood and businesses, the use of FLIR technology, and
security checks of closed businesses.  Utilizing these methods, the patrol division seeks
to reduce theft reports by 10%.

14. The Patrol Division (4704) will seek to improve the leadership abilities of supervisory
staff to aid in communication, leadership, and professional public service through
advanced training in those topics.  In 2022 all patrol division supervisors will have a
minimum of 40 hours each of advanced leadership training through FBI Leadership &
Executive Development Association or other management training.
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Police Department 2021 Service Objectives 

1. The Administration Division  (4701) will  support continued economic growth and help  to protect  the

City’s neighborhoods through:

a. Coordinating  efforts  of  all  Police  Divisions  in  the  continuation  of  the  implementation  of

Intelligence‐led Policing.

b. Coordinate a unified response to crime reduction and other community issues through regular

CompStat meetings with command staff.

c. Coordinating with all Police Divisions in efforts to recruit, train and hire new officers to reduce

the significant staffing shortage the Department is currently experiencing.

d. Ensure officers receive continuing education in topics such as diversity and leadership.

e. Developing  focused  supervisor  training which will  ensure  unity  in  command  and  continuity

among supervisory tasks.

Outcome: Through  bi‐weekly  CompStat  reviews,  regular  planning  meetings  among  divisions  and 

implementation of an  Intelligence Unit,  the Department  remained highly  responsive  to predicted and 

identified hot spots and crime trends within the city. Coordinated efforts between divisions to maximize 

resources focused on specific areas and individuals committing crimes in the City. Vehicle thefts, vehicle 

break‐ins,  catalytic  converter  thefts, domestic‐related aggravated assaults, and gunshots were  some 

specific  issues  on which  these  efforts were  focused.  The multi‐divisional  operations have  resulted  in 

arrests for Breaking or Entering and officers have recovered significant amounts of stolen property. The 

Department  leased  a mobile  surveillance  trailer which  provides  a  360‐degree  live  video  feed  of  its 

surroundings to dispatchers and officers in the field. This new equipment has demonstrated great success 

in reducing gun violence in identified hot spot areas. 

The department has employed social media outlets to expand our reach in recruiting, resulting in inquiries 

from certified officers in other states. The department hired one officer who was formerly an officer with 

the Portland, OR Police Department and has had an officer from Chicago expressing interest in coming 

to work  for  the Fort Smith PD. The Community Relations Unit has worked with all other divisions  in 

creating positive contacts between the community and law enforcement. An additional effect of these 

contacts  is the  improvement of the perception of FSPD among our diverse community. Positive public 

perception is a key factor in overcoming barriers to recruiting. The department has also taken advantage 

of large public events. For example, a recruiting booth was set up in the vendor village during the annual 

Steel Horse Rally. 

Improving diversity and inclusion within the department continues to be a top priority at all levels and in 

all processes.   Training continues  to  improve as we strive  to move beyond mandated minimums and 

provide employees with relevant and challenging opportunities to broaden their own understanding of 

appreciation for the concepts of diversity and inclusion. While COVID‐19 has challenged us in providing 

on‐site classes, managers and supervisors have been provided the funding, support and opportunities to 

seek training for their employees. Many such classes have been, or are scheduled to be held  in 2021. 

Officers  seeking  promotion  to  the  rank  of  Sergeant were  required  to  attend  leadership/supervision 
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training prior  to  testing. A departure  from past practices, candidates  for all  ranks are encouraged  to 

attend leadership courses prior to promotion.  Female and minority officers are provided training specific 

to overcoming advancement challenges they may face.  The department has found great success with 

FBI LEEDA courses and continues to provide this training at all levels of the department. 

2. The Administration Division (4701) will seek to improve the availability of adequate police services

through the continuing goal of creating a precinct in the southern or eastern part of the city,

constructing a firing range, and a dedicated police training center.  This is a multi‐year goal that is

dependent on the availability of funds to complete the project.

Outcome: The Department has not identified a suitable location or structure for an ‘eastside precinct’.

As growth continues in and near the Chaffee Crossing district, this will become a more pressing need.

Our current challenges in fully staffing the police department and providing sufficient police presence to

areas of higher crime make a second precinct less of a priority.  Efforts are currently underway to

identify a suitable substation from which our Motorcycle Unit to operate.  This should help in

addressing the increasing traffic concerns in the eastern district of the City.  Limited progress was made

on the firing range as it became necessary to move the earthen backstop due to gas lines in the area.

This will continue to be a goal in future years.

3. The  Administration  Division,  in  conjunction  with  other  divisions,  will  strive  to  improve  resource

availability  for officers  to  adequately provide police  services  through upgrading  and  replacing worn

equipment and vehicles.

Outcome: To date, the department has obtained over $122,000 in federal and state grant funds during

2021.  These  funds  have  been  instrumental  in  replacing  outdated  equipment  and  acquiring  new

equipment. The Criminal Investigations Division replaced seven (7) vehicles, upgraded three (3) interview

rooms with Axon Interview cameras, increased shelving in the evidence room, upgraded the Forensic Lab

with a Taliono KA‐50 forensic workstation with a federal grant, upgraded the Identification Unit’s digital

cameras with  a  federal  grant,  replaced  an  outdated  and  unserviceable  polygraph  instrument,  and

replaced five (5) outdated and unserviceable  laptops.   The Patrol Division was able to replace five (5)

worn primary police vehicles (PPV’s) and up‐fit them with state‐of‐the‐art equipment.  Additional Body

Worn Cameras (BWC’s) were purchased, making it possible for all sworn officers at the rank of Lieutenant

and below  to be outfitted with a BWC. Grant  funding allowed  the purchase of  improved emergency

lighting  for the Motors Unit, new computers and a printer  for the Crisis  Intervention Unit, and a new

access card printer for the Training Unit.

4. The Support Services Division (4702) will continue to work toward implementing full electronic entry of

police  records  in  support  of  the  Crime  Intelligence  Analyst  as  the  Department  continues  towards

Intelligence Led Policing.

Outcome:   The department has  implemented  full electronic entry of police  records  to  the extent  the

Records Management  System  (RMS) will  allow.    This  entry  has  aided  the  crime  analyst with  data

presented  during  the  biweekly  COMPSTAT meetings which  utilizes  the  principles  of  Intelligence  Led
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Policing.  However, the limitations of the aging RMS will not allow complete transition to electronic entry.  

This will be addressed in 2022 with the selection and implementation of a new CAD/RMS platform.  

5. The Support Services Division (4702) will continue the goal of increasing diversity within the department

through increased recruiting efforts utilizing the newly‐formed recruiting teams.

Outcome: The department has continued to improve diverse hiring and have made significant strides in

2021.  Recruiting teams were mobilized to increase applications received and a new application platform

has been implemented.  Each hiring process listed specific tasks to address diversity in hiring.  As a result,

12 sworn and 11 non‐sworn employees were hired  in 2021 (Jan‐Aug).   Of those, 57% were a minority

demographic.

6. The Support Services Division (4702) will work with the City IT Department to replace servers, increase

storage capacity, and implement specialized security controls.  Improvements in this area are required

to mitigate the exposure of malware and loss of public safety data.  Current technology is reaching end‐

of‐life and has created limitations in pushing out new technology such as desktop virtualization, and in‐

car video uploads.  Department will look to implement speeds up to 40GB bandwidth in portions of the

network.

Outcome:  The department IT services replaced a great number of aging network infrastructure in 2021,

including host servers, storage, and internet connectivity.  Plans are in place to further this push in 2022.

Two‐factor authentication and  increased  security protocols have been added  in 2021  to protect  the

department from security breaches involving malware or other malicious activity.

7. The Support Services Division (4702) will continue to research, identify, purchase and implement a new

CAD/RMS (Computer Aided Dispatch/ Records Management System).

Outcome:  The department accomplished this objective by identifying a consulting firm to assist with the

search.  A need analysis was completed in the spring of 2021.  The consulting firm will provide a request

for proposals to allow vendors to bid on the project no later than fall of 2021.

8. The  Support  Services  Division  (4702)  will  increase  efficiency  and  accountability  within  the  911

Communications Center by hiring  five new  full‐time  civilian  supervisors  for  the 911 Center. Various

avenues  for  making  the  911  PSAP  optimally  effective  for  Sebastian  County  will  be  explored  and

evaluated.

Outcome: This objective was accomplished by the approval of the five supervisor positions by the Board

of Directors.  All five positions were filled by early spring of 2021 and their presence has had a positive

response from the communications unit.  Along with the search for a new CAD/RMS, the department met

with representatives from Sebastian County to determine the best course of action for a more efficient

911 response in the future.  The Arkansas legislature will be given a recommendation at the end of 2021

on how this will be structured and our response to that recommendation will occur in 2022.
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9. The Patrol Division (4704) will provide adequate police response to every member of the community

through  communication,  outreach,  and  advance  planning.    This will  be  completed  by  consolidating

resources when available and determining through data analysis when and where patrol officers should

be deployed.

Outcome:  The  Patrol Division  completed  this  objective  and  takes  pride  in  delivering  the  best  police

services  possible  to  everyone  in  our  community.  The  Patrol  Division  embraces  community  policing

concepts and maintaining sincere and transparent dialogue with those we serve. During 2021, the Patrol

Division  has  logged  approximately  16,394  community  contacts  and  attended  approximately  65

community events. The Patrol Division has responded to 734 extra patrol requests during the year. Our

staff  is committed  to  intelligence‐led policing and utilizes all analytical  reports provided by our crime

analyst. The Patrol Division routinely coordinates with all divisions within the department in preparation

of  large  scale events  to ensure adequate  staffing and overall  safety  for  the event. Prior after‐action

reports for large scale events are reviewed and updated to ensure when and where appropriate staffing

should be deployed. Examples of recent large scale events include the Steel Horse Rally and Mayor’s 4th

of July Event.

10. The Criminal Investigation Division (4703) will increase customer service and availability to the

community through the improvement and development of detectives.

Outcome: The Criminal Investigations Division completed this objective by identifying knowledge, skills,

and abilities which detectives and supervisors must possess to successfully investigate crimes in the

21st century.  Detectives and supervisors completed over 2,000 hours of professional training ranging in

topics from advanced interview & interrogation techniques, front line supervision, case management,

women in leadership position, Narcan use and administration, human trafficking investigations, and

other criminal investigation topics.

11. The Criminal Investigation Division (4703) will communicate with other department divisions in order to

gather needed intelligence and determine the most efficient deployment of resources in order to effect

crime reduction in the City.

Outcome: The Criminal Investigations Division accomplished this objective through bi‐weekly CompStat

meetings.  CompStat facilitated the process of sharing information with other divisions and units within

the  department.    The  communication  exchange  allowed  department  personnel  to  coordinate  and

consolidate resources to address emerging crime trends within the city.    In addition to CompStat, the

Intelligence Unit routinely provides  information pertaining to criminal activity within the city, wanted

persons, and officer safety risks.

12. Each division of the Fort Smith Police Department will continue to emphasize the  implementation of

programs  promoting  de‐escalation,  incarceration  alternatives,  mental  health/crisis  intervention,

homelessness, progressive animal control and community policing.

Outcome:  Through  funding  from  various grants,  the Department  has been  able  to  implement  some

changes that improve our response to mental health/crisis situations. We were able to issue Naloxone to
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all officers so they can treat overdose victims. We also got funding to hire two peer counselors to better 

serve  those  with  substance  abuse  or  mental  health  issues.  Though  the  grant  funding  expires  on 

September 15th, the counselors have been of such great benefit that we intend to make every effort to 

continue funding these positions. 

 The Department purchased a mobile fingerprint scanner so that we can process misdemeanor violators 

in  the  field and  release  them with a criminal summons  rather  that  transporting  them  to a detention 

center. The Department’s Pre‐Arrest Diversion Program aided in reducing certain misdemeanor arrests 

by allowing violators to enter treatment or education programs. Other programs such as the Food Patrol 

employed community policing by feeding families suffering from food insecurity. The reduction in stress 

within the recipient families was instrumental in helping to alleviate some instances of domestic violence 

and property crimes. 

Key Performance Indicators

Program  Performance Measure  FY 
2019 
Target 

FY 
2019 
Actual 

FY 
2020 
Target 

FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
Actual* 

4704 
(Police) 

Maintain or reduce 
response time for 
Priority 1 Calls for 
Service to less than 5 
minutes. 

5 Mins 
3.5 
Mins 

5 Mins 
4.69 
Mins 

5 Mins 
3.98 
Mins 

4701 
(Police) 

Respectful citizen 
encounters. 
Percentage of 
sustained citizen 
complaints per 
employee. At or below 
5% 

<=5%  .6%  <=5%  4%  <=5%  3% 

4701 
(Police) 

Reduce  overall  reports 
of UCR Part 1 crimes. 

<5411  6005  <6005  3444  6210  3571 

4703 
(Police) 

Maintain crime 
clearance rate at or 
above previous year. 

46.43%  47.53%  47.53%  42.92%  42.92%  40.8% 

*Jan‐July
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Fort Smith Fire Department - 2022 Service Objectives 

1. To provide the best in services by continued following the guidelines of the Insurance Services Office

(ISO) and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) service and response requirements to maintain

our ISO Public Protection Classification 1 and for future expansion and growth.

2. Promote a business-friendly and citizen friendly government by adopting and maintaining fair and

transparent fire codes and apply equally to all customers.

3. To educate Children, Senior Citizens, and higher risk occupancies on fire prevention.

4. Maintain open communication between the City, the business community, and residents through

participation in public programs such as Citizens Fire Academy, attending all neighborhood ward

meetings, and delivering public safety education sessions to residents, school children, and businesses.

5. To keep property loss from fires or other incidents to a minimum.

6. Improve the accountability and performance measurement of our budget by including key

performance indicators for the Department as outlined below.
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Key Performance Indicators 

Program Performance 
Measure 

FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
Actual Through 

Mid-Year 

FY 2022 
Target 

Program # 
4801-4804 
Fire 
Department 

To keep casualties 
and property loss 
from fire as low as 
possible through 
education and 
inspections 

Due to COVID 
restrictions, the 
Fire Department 
has only reached 
52 Children and 
34 Adults 

To educate 
Children, Senior 
Citizens, and 
higher risk 
occupancies on 
fire prevention 

Due to COVID 
restrictions, the Fire 
Department has 
only reached 93 
Children and 38 
Adults with face-to-
face interactions 

To educate Children, 
Senior Citizens, and 
higher risk 
occupancies on fire 
prevention 

Program # 
4801 
Fire 
Department 

To keep property 
fire insurance rates 
as low as possible 
by maintaining an 
ISO PPC-1 

Maintained all 
areas required by 
ISO for PPC-1 

To maintain an 
ISO Public 
Protection Class 1 

Maintaining all 
areas required by 
ISO for PPC-1.   

To maintain an ISO 
Public Protection Class 
1  

Program # 
4802 & 
4803 
Fire 
Department 

To strive to keep 
property loss from 
fires or other 
incidents to a 
minimum / To keep 
property loss to less 
than 10% 

Value of property 
responded to: 
$144 Million 
Total percent 
Saved: 
97.64% 

To keep property 
loss to less than 
10% 

Value of property 
responded to: 
$44.71 Million 
Total percent Saved: 
96.22% 

To keep property loss 
to less than 10% 

Program # 
4802 & 
4803 
Fire 
Department 

To meet NFPA and 
ISO Response Time 
Standards / To be 
on scene in 4 
minutes or less after 
receipt of alarm 

9931 alarms have 
been responded 
to with an 
average response 
time of 3 minutes 
37 seconds 

To be on scene in 
4 minutes or less 
after receipt of 
alarm.   

7125 alarms have 
been responded to 
with an average 
response time of 3 
minutes 26 seconds 

To be on scene in 4 
minutes or less after 
receipt of alarm.   

Program # 
4804 
Fire 
Department 

To increase safety 
and efficiency 
through training / 
Achieve 30,066 total 
training hours for 
individual and 
company training 

7916 Training 
scenarios totaling 
64,828 combined 
hours 

Achieve a 
minimum of 
30,066 total 
training hours for 
individual and 
company training 

3615 Training 
scenarios totaling 
26,432 combined 
hours 

Achieve a minimum of 
30,066 total training 
hours for individual 
and company training 
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Fort Smith Fire Department - 2021 Service Objectives 

1. To provide the best in services by continued following the guidelines of the Insurance Services Office

(ISO) and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) service and response requirements to maintain

our ISO Public Protection Classification 1 and for future expansion and growth.

 Meeting NFPA 1710 response guidelines: 90th percentile turnout time within 90 seconds for

structure fires, 60 seconds for EMS calls, first-due response within 5 minutes of alarm.

 Continued fire hydrant maintenance and testing.

 Pre-incident planning of all commercial/industrial buildings annually

 Continued education for all company officers, new drivers, new firefighters

2. Promote a business-friendly and citizen friendly government by adopting and maintaining fair and

transparent fire codes and apply equally to all customers.

 Fire Marshals currently reviewing upcoming 2021 Fire Codes

3. To educate Children, Senior Citizens, and higher risk occupancies on fire prevention.

 Through June, the Fire Department has only reached 93 children and 38 adults through fire

safety and education programs.  Due to COVID restriction, we did not have opportunities to

host face-to-face education programs.

4. Maintain open communication between the City, the business community, and residents through

participation in public programs such as Citizens Fire Academy, attending all neighborhood ward

meetings, and delivering public safety education sessions to residents, school children, and businesses.

 The 2021 Citizens Fire Academy was cancelled due to COVID

 The Fire Department has had representation at all City of Fort Smith Board of Directors meeting

and study sessions, and Town Hall meetings.

 Since COVID, the Fire Department engaged citizens at all public meetings through COVID

screenings.

5. To keep property loss from fires or other incidents to a minimum.

 Average response time of only 3 minutes, 26 seconds to all areas of the City.

 Value of property responded to: $44.71 Million

 Total Percent Lost: 3.78%

 Total Percent Saved: 96.22%

6. Improve the accountability and performance measurement of our budget by including key

performance indicators for the Department as outlined below.
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Key Performance Indicators 

Program Performance 
Measure 

FY 2020 
Target 

FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
Actual Through Mid-

Year 
Program # 
4801-4804 
Fire 
Department 

To keep casualties 
and property loss 
from fire as low as 
possible through 
education and 
inspections 

To educate 
Children, Senior 
Citizens, and 
higher risk 
occupancies on 
fire prevention 

Due to COVID 
restrictions, the 
Fire Department 
has only reached 
52 Children and 
34 Adults 

To educate 
Children, Senior 
Citizens, and higher 
risk occupancies on 
fire prevention 

Due to COVID 
restrictions, the Fire 
Department has only 
reached 93 Children 
and 38 Adults with 
face-to-face 
interactions 

Program # 
4801 
Fire 
Department 

To keep property 
fire insurance rates 
as low as possible 
by maintaining an 
ISO PPC-1 

To maintain an 
ISO Public 
Protection Class 1 

Maintained all 
areas required by 
ISO for PPC-1 

To maintain an ISO 
Public Protection 
Class 1  

Maintaining all areas 
required by ISO for 
PPC-1.   

Program # 
4802 & 
4803 
Fire 
Department 

To strive to keep 
property loss from 
fires or other 
incidents to a 
minimum / To keep 
property loss to less 
than 10% 

To keep property 
loss to less than 
10% 

Value of property 
responded to: 
$144 Million 
Total percent 
Saved: 
97.64% 

To keep property 
loss to less than 
10% 

Value of property 
responded to: 
$44.71 Million 
Total percent Saved: 
96.22% 

Program # 
4802 & 
4803 
Fire 
Department 

To meet NFPA and 
ISO Response Time 
Standards / To be 
on scene in 4 
minutes or less after 
receipt of alarm 

To be on scene in 
4 minutes or less 
after receipt of 
alarm.   

9931 alarms have 
been responded 
to with an 
average response 
time of 3 minutes 
37 seconds 

To be on scene in 4 
minutes or less after 
receipt of alarm.   

7125 alarms have 
been responded to 
with an average 
response time of 3 
minutes 26 seconds 

Program # 
4804 
Fire 
Department 

To increase safety 
and efficiency 
through training / 
Achieve 30,066 total 
training hours for 
individual and 
company training 

Achieve a 
minimum of 
30,066 total 
training hours for 
individual and 
company training 

7916 Training 
scenarios totaling 
64,828 combined 
hours 

Achieve a minimum 
of 30,066 total 
training hours for 
individual and 
company training 

3615 Training 
scenarios totaling 
26,432 combined 
hours 
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STREETS AND TRAFFIC CONTROL DEPARTMENT 2022 SERVICE OBJECTIVES 

1. Continue to respond to citizen’s request for service in a timely, effective and efficient
manner. (Comprehensive Plan: Goal PFS-1 and 2)

2. Continue to lessen the potential for property damage from flooding by regularly cleaning
and clearing debris from ditches, channels and drainage structures. (Comprehensive Plan:
Goal HN-1 and CCD-1)

3. Continue to preserve the appearance of public property by mowing detention ponds,
levees, City owned right-of-way and drainage easements. (Comprehensive Plan: Goal
HN-1 and CCD-1)

4. Continue to improve the safety of the traveling public by repairing and upgrading traffic
control devices and street surfaces (signals, signs, striping, pedestrian crosswalks and
roadways etc.). (Comprehensive Plan: Goal TI-1, TI-3)

5. Further develop a long range plan for sidewalk repair and new construction while
continuing to implement the year to year plan. (Comprehensive Plan: Goal TI-1, TI-3)
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

DEPARTMENT PERFORMANCE MEASURE 
FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
Actual 

FY 2022 
Target 

Traffic Control (5401) 

% of traffic light repairs 
completed within 4 hours of 
notice (non-OG&E/AVE 
related). 

99.9% 100% 100% 100% 

Street Maintenance (5304) 

% of repairs (utility cuts 
including streets, driveways, 
and sidewalks) completed 
within 4 days from start of 
repair work.   

95%  90% 98% 95% 

Drainage (5303) 

Complete inspection and 
critical maintenance of 
major drainage ways 
annually. 

100%  100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 100% 

100% 

Street Construction (5302) 
Complete construction of 
drainage, street, and bridge 
repair projects. 

100% 100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 100% 

100% 

Sidewalks (5305) 
Complete 3 miles of 
sidewalk (includes new 
construction and repairs). 

87% 100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 90%

100% 

Drainage (5303) 
Street Maintenance (5304)  

Clean, mow, and/or spray 
drainage easements, rights-
of-way, and detention ponds 
3 times per year. 

100% 100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 100% 

100% 

Street Construction (5302) 
Drainage (5303) 
Street Maintenance (5304)  

Check and ensure storm 
drain system is clear prior to 
storm events.  

100% 100% 100% 100% 

Street Construction (5302) 
Drainage (5303) 
Street Maintenance (5304)  

Complete preparations for 
winter weather by 
November 1st (Fill brine 
storage tanks, replenish 
salt/sand supply, and 
perform maintenance on 
brine machine, brine 
distribution tanks, and snow 
plows. 

11/1/20 11/1/21 

On 
Schedule 

for 
11/1/21 

11/1/22 
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STREETS AND TRAFFIC CONTROL DEPARTMENT  
2021 SERVICE OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES 

(Updated through July 31, 2021) 

1. Service Objective:  Continue to respond to citizen’s request for service in a timely,
effective and efficient manner.

Outcome:  Quick response time continues to be a top priority.  We have put an emphasis
on meeting this objective in responsiveness or by directing citizens to the appropriate
department with issues not connected to this department.   We have better notification as
we can be notified by phone, e-mail, or through myFortSmith either online or in the app.

2. Service Objective:  Continue to lessen the potential for property damage from flooding
by regularly cleaning and clearing debris from ditches, channels and drainage
structures.

Outcome:  Channels have been cleaned on a rotation from large channels to small
channels based on the best time of year to accomplish this cleaning.  The department’s
vacuum truck has also been used on a regular basis to remove sediment and debris from
inlets, junction boxes, storm drains, and culverts.

3. Service Objective: Continue to preserve the appearance of public property by mowing
detention ponds, levees, City owned right-of-way and drainage easements.

Outcome:  Regular mowing of these areas has continued with very few complaints which
have been addressed immediately.

4. Service Objective:  Continue to improve the safety of the traveling public by repairing
and upgrading traffic control devices and street surfaces (signals, signs, striping,
pedestrian crosswalks and roadways etc.).

Outcome:  The traffic control department has adhered to a regular maintenance schedule
for signs, signals, street markings and battery maintenance.  Street maintenance crews
continue to effectively repair and maintain street surfaces by repairing potholes and
utility cuts, responding to complaints, and by performing routine maintenance.  A
concerted effort was also made this summer to keep up with an increasing number of
utility cut repairs by temporarily using sidewalk crews to assist with roadway repairs.

5. Service Objective:  Further develop a long range plan for sidewalk repair and new
construction while continuing to implement the year to year plan.

Outcome:  Crews continue to construct new sidewalks and make repairs to damaged and
unsafe sidewalks throughout the City.  A plan of action is updated and implemented
annually to better handle the continued work.
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Notes:   
1 Traffic signal pole at Wheeler and Fresno was hit by a vehicle on 11/1/2020 and the foundation, 
pole, and mast arm had to be replaced. Traffic signal was back in operation by 11/10/2020. 
2 Only basic essential services were provided and no sidewalks were constructed from March 16 
through May 4, 2020, due to staff rotations for COVID-19.  Multiple employees were also 
quarantined at various times throughout the year limiting capabilities. 
3 Besides constructing sidewalks, the two sidewalk crews performed the following work in 2021: 
worked one week clearing snow and ice; worked three weeks clearing storm debris after a 
tornado; worked six weeks on the repair of 85 utility cuts; and worked two weeks repairing three 
large base failures and the adjacent curb and gutter on Royal Oak Drive. 

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

DEPARTMENT PERFORMANCE MEASURE 
FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
Actual 

Traffic Control (5401) 

% of traffic light repairs 
completed within 4 hours of 
notice (non-OG&E/AVE 
related). 

99.9% 1 100% 100% 

Street Maintenance (5304) 

% of repairs (utility cuts 
including streets, driveways, 
and sidewalks) completed 
within 4 days from start of 
repair work.   

95%  90% 98% 

Drainage (5303) 

Complete inspection and 
critical maintenance of 
major drainage ways 
annually. 

100%  100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 100% 

Street Construction (5302) 
Complete construction of 
drainage, street, and bridge 
repair projects. 

100% 100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 100% 

Sidewalks (5305) 
Complete 3 miles of 
sidewalk (includes new 
construction and repairs). 

87% 2 100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 90% 3

Drainage (5303) 
Street Maintenance (5304)  

Clean, mow, and/or spray 
drainage easements, rights-
of-way, and detention ponds 
3 times per year. 

100% 100% 
On 

Schedule 
for 100% 

Street Construction (5302) 
Drainage (5303) 
Street Maintenance (5304)  

Check and ensure storm 
drain system is clear prior to 
storm events.  

100% 100% 100% 

Street Construction (5302) 
Drainage (5303) 
Street Maintenance (5304)  

Complete preparations for 
winter weather by 
November 1st (Fill brine 
storage tanks, replenish 
salt/sand supply, and 
perform maintenance on 
brine machine, brine 
distribution tanks, and snow 
plows. 

11/1/20 11/1/21 

On 
Schedule 

for 
11/1/21 
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Utility Department 2022 Service Objectives 

1. Ensure adequate, well maintained water and wastewater treatment, water distribution and
sewer collection systems for all development and prevent development ahead of properly
constructed water distribution and sewer system or adequate water supply and wastewater
treatment facilities.  Coordinate land use planning and capital programming to ensure
infrastructure improvements and extensions are phased to support the future land use pattern.
(FLU-1.4, TI-5.2.1)

2. Continue to ensure that customers within Fort Smith have access to reliable water and
wastewater services by reducing or eliminating deficiencies and gaps in infrastructure
systems.  This includes reducing water leaks and reducing the number and quantity of
sanitary sewer overflows. (TI-5.1)

3. Implement an infrastructure Asset Management Program as a tool for management of the
utility department's water and sewer systems to track, manage, and schedule necessary
facility upgrades and improvements. (TI-5.1.1)

4. Ensure that utility and infrastructure systems can meet the city's long-term needs. Utilize
water and sewer modeling to adopt criteria for prioritizing funding for infrastructure-related
capital improvement projects. (TI-5.2, TI-5.2.4)

5. Provide new water and wastewater facilities in a manner that protects investments in existing
facilities and promotes orderly growth. (PFS-4.2)

KEY PERFOMANCE INDICATORS 
DIVISION PERFORMANCE

MEASURE 
FY 2020
ACTUAL 

FY 2021
(07/31/ 2020) 

FY 2022
TARGET 

Citizen Service  
(55200101) 

Bill Accuracy Rate 
(adjustments/10,000 bills) 12 31 < 10

Business Op. & Logistics 
(55212101) 

Inventory Lose Rate 0.07% ~ 0.1% < 2% 

Communications & 
Training (5522) 

Training Hours per 
Employee (Hrs/235 FTEs) 10.5 3.5 >10.0

Utility Engineering 
(5523) 

Plan Review Response 
Less than 7-Days (as %) 81.4% 94.8% 100% 

Water Treatment 
(55560400) 

Percent Regulatory 
Compliance 100% 100% 100%

Water Line Maintenance 
(56100000) 

Number of water leaks & 
breaks/100 miles of pipe 245.7 213.2 < 100 

Sewer Line Maintenance 
(56110000) 

Number of SSOs per 100 
miles of pipe 

43.7 Tot. SSOs 
27.3 Dry SSOs 
16.4 Wet SSOs 

27.9 Tot. SSOs 
18.8 Dry SSOs 
  9.1 Wet SSOs 

<40 Tot. SSOs 
<30 Dry SSOs 
<10 Wet SSOs 

Environmental Quality 
(56252101) 

Percent Permitted FOG 
Generator Inspections 50% 38% 50% 

Wastewater Treatment 
(56560300) 

Percent Regulatory 
Compliance 98% ↓* 96% ↓** 100% 

*Ammonia violations (5) at Massard Plant due to equipment failure.
**Ammonia violation (7) at Massard Plant due to plant upset issue, weather related.
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Parks 2022 Service Objectives 

1. Continue to meet the goals of the Capital Improvement Plan through dedicated
funding of the sales and use tax. (Comprehensive Plan: NCR-1)

2. Continue to develop a continuous and connective trail system throughout the
community. (Comprehensive Plan: NCR-1.1)

3. Continue to evaluate and identify improvements to existing facilities, parks, and trails
to increase inclusivity and accommodate citizens of all abilities. (Comprehensive
Plan: PFS-3.2.3)

4. Support beautification efforts within the parks system by decreasing the number of
vacant landscape beds throughout the parks system, establishing a turf program,
and addressing irrigation/backflow issues. (Comprehensive Plan: CCD-1.1)

5. Maintain open communication between the City, the CBID, the Parks Commission,
and residents through participation in public programs. (Comprehensive Plan: PFS-
2.2)

6. Improve accountability and performance measurement of our budget by including
key performance indicators for the Parks Department as outlined below.
(Comprehensive Plan: Goal PFS-2)

Program Performance Measure 
FY 2020 
Actual 

FY 2021 
Target 

FY 2021 
1/1-7/31 

FY 2022 
Target 

6201 
Parks Maintenance 

Mow each park on a 
seven-day turnaround 
during the mowing 
season (approx. 24 
weeks). 

11 17 14 17 

6202 
Oak Cemetery 

Mow the cemetery 
weekly during the 
mowing season 
(approx. 24 weeks). 

17 24 18 24 

6204* 
Community Centers 

Maintain the same 
number of hours 
reserved. 

469 
Hours 

3,800 
Hours 

578 
Hours 

2,000 
Hours 

6205 
Aquatics 

Maintain the same 
revenue to expense 
ratio. 

7% 65% 50% 55% 

6206* 
Riverfront/Downtown 
Maintenance 

Increase the number of 
hours reserved by 3%. 

 884 
Hours 

3,650 
Hours 

980 
Hours 

3,000 
Hours 

* Note: The number of reservations at the community centers were significantly reduced due to
COVID-19 in FY20 and the beginning of FY21.
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Update on 2021 Service Objectives 

1. Continue to meet the goals of the Capital Improvement Plan through dedicated
funding of the sales and use tax. (Comprehensive Plan: NCR-1)

Outcome: The resurfacing of the basketball courts and additional improvements at
Harley A. Wilson Park were completed at the start of summer, which allowed the
Team Takeover Basketball event to have a quality host site. The construction of a
tube slide at Parrot Island Waterpark has been completed. A contract has been
executed for construction of an all-inclusive playground at the Riverfront Drive Sports
Fields. This project and restrooms will be completed in Spring 2022.

2. Continue to develop a continuous and connective trail system throughout the
community. (Comprehensive Plan: FLU-3.2.3)

Outcome: The plans for Phase I of the Maybranch (Old Railroad) Trail have been
sent to the State for review. This is an approximate 1.7-mile trail that will begin at
Riverfront Drive and extend through Martin Luther King, Jr. Park. Once the plans
have received approval from the State, as required by the grant awarded for the
construction of the trail, the project will be advertised for bids.

3. Evaluate and identify improvements to existing facilities, parks, and trails to increase
inclusivity and accommodate citizens of all abilities. (Comprehensive Plan: PFS-
3.2.3).

Outcome: All of Parks Staff were tasked with identifying improvements for the parks,
trails, and facilities they are responsible for. A preliminary list has been developed
based on staff and citizen input. The identified improvements represent both
operating and capital expenditures. The capital improvements are identified in the
Five-Year Parks Capital Improvement Plan while the improvements coming from
general operating are budgeted in the “Maintenance – Buildings” line-item.

4. Support beautification efforts within the parks system by devoting more resources to
landscaping flowerbeds, addressing irrigation/backflow issues, and working with
downtown tenants, the Fort Smith Downtown Business Association, and Central
Business Improvement District to renovate and maintain the beds along Garrison
Avenue. (Comprehensive Plan: CCD-1)

Outcome: The renovation of the landscape beds at the Anniversary Rose Garden
has been completed. The Fianna Hills Garden Club donated money to the Parks
Department to construct and irrigate a landscape bed at the park, which has been
completed. Keep Fort Smith Beautiful also donated money in memory of Andrea
Beckman. This donation has allowed the department to grow the city’s tree canopy.
Landscape staff continue to restore landscape beds that have been abandoned as
funding allows.
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5. Maintain open communication between the City, the CBID, the Parks Commission,
and residents through participation in public programs. (Comprehensive Plan: PFS-
2.2)

Outcome: Staff continues to provide updates on projects and park operations during
each Parks Commission, Central Business Improvement District (CBID), and Ward
meetings. Community meetings will be held in the coming weeks regarding Phase I
of the Maybranch (Old Railroad) Trail.
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Transit	Department	2022	Service	Objectives		

1. Objective:		Develop alternative access into the Transit Department facility at 6821 Jenny Lind.
(Comprehensive Plan: HN-1.2, TI 1.4.2, NCR 2.3.2)

2. Objective:  Replace major storm water drainage piping along two side of Transit Department
property at 6821 Jenny Lind.  (Comprehensive Plan: NCR 2.1, TI 4.2)

3. Objective:		Develop and implement pilot program initiative with the Arkansas Department of
Transportation to provide urban transportation through Uber transportation services.
(Comprehensive Plan: TI 3, TI 4.2.1, ED 4)

4. Objective:		Improve the accountability and performance measurement of the department’s budget by
including key performance indicators as outlined below. (Comprehensive Plan: Goal PFS-2)

Key	Performance	Indicators	

Program	 Performance	Measure	 FY	2020	
Actual	

FY	2021	
Target	

FY	2021	
Estimated	
Actual	

FY	2022	
Target	

6550 – Transit Total Ridership 114,180 175,000 180,000 190,000 
6550 – Transit Cost Per Passenger 15.15 13.43 13.43 14.51 
6550 – Transit Cost Per Hour 71.86 78.38 80.59 83.55 
6550 – Transit Demand Response on Time Performance 97.54% 100% 100% 100% 

Transit	Department	2021	Service	Objectives	and	Outcomes	

1. Objective:  Transfer station improvements including the design and installation of a new awning and
the addition of a multi-use room.  Outcome:  The transfer station awning project initially experienced
delays in obtaining materials attributed to COVID-19; however, the steel construction components have
finally arrived and fabrication is underway.  The contractor estimates March of 2022 as the revised
completion date.

2. Objective:  Install a new generator in the administrative facility to provide electrical service to
critical infrastructure during emergencies.  Outcome:		The generator is a modular design that
should be on site by the end of August.  Following delivery, the generator will be connected to the
entire facility complex for use as needed and will be powered by natural gas.  The generator
project is on time and scheduled for completion the first week in October.

3. Objective:		Implement a new public notification system on transit buses to display real time
information, updates and changes related to department services.  Outcome:		A public notification
system has been ordered and the vendor has assigned the implementation phase to their project
team for kickoff.  Installation should be expeditious as the new equipment is an expansion of the
departments existing scheduling software system.
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